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Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Washington, DC 20511 

Reference: ODNI Case# DF-2011-00111 

NOV 1 9 ZOM 

This is in response to your 26 June 2011 letter to the Office of the Director of National 
Intelligence (ODND (Enclosure 1 ), in which you requested, under the Freedom of Information 
Act (FOIA), "a copy of the correspondence with the Intelligence Science Board since its 
inception in 2002, including requests by ODNI and other agencies for studies currendy underway 
by the Board)" (Enclosure 1). 

Your request was processed in accordance with the FOIA, 5 U.S.C. § 552, as amended. A 
thorough search of our records and databases located documents responsive to your request 
(Enclosure 2). 

Information has been withheld pursuant to the following FOIA exemptions: 

• (b)(3), which applies to information specifically exempt by statutes, specifically, 50 
U.S.C. § 3024(m)(l), which protects, among other things, the names and identifying 
information of ODNI personnel; 

• (b)(5), which protects privileged interagency or intra-agency information; and 
• (b)(6), which applies to records which, if released, would constitute a clearly unwarranted 

invasion of the personal privacy of individuals 

If you wish to appeal our determination on this request, please explain the basis of your 
appeal and forward to the address below within 45 days of the date of this letter. 

Office of the Director of National Intelligence 
Information Management Office 
Washington, DC 20511 

If you have any questions, please email our Requester Service Center at 
DNI-FOIA@dni.gov or call us at (703) 874-8500. 

Director, Information Management Division 

Enclosures 
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Vice Chair 

Members 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050355 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

Dearc::=:J 

We would like to thank you for discussing the findings from ICDO Study 
18 at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on 
December 11, 2007. The primary purpose for these events is to provide a 
forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB members and 
share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your discussion 
of an analyst-driven collection program to focus tracking efforts provided 
Board members with a deeper understanding of lifecycle monitoring of 
nuclear materials. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in ways to 
address the challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Coinmunity in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Sincerely yours, 

P.S: A si)ecial thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of thi~ letter. 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050372 

June 15, 2006 

.It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michae~s Forum IV· 
on "'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in. building new processes and capabilities in science and. 
technology for our intelligence commuhi~. The high l~vel of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities .. Your participation and insights 
made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting m~w ideas to turn into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, . 

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050372 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11119 C06050269 

26 October 2005 

Washington, DC 20511 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum m 
on "Biological 'Qrreats, Intelligence, and Relationships." I believe that the ideas 
we discussed will prove to be important if we are to move quickly in building new 
networks for early indicators of biological threats, improve the timeliness and 
quality of our intelligence on these issues, and work collaboratively to protect our 
nation. I hope you found it time wen spent and that you will think of the 
individual participants and of the Intelligence Science Board as ongoing sources 
of useful ideas and counsel. 

This Forum was a vehicie to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America- government, non-governmental organizations, and 
private citizens alike. In our sessions we explored the intersection of medicine, 
technology, infonnation, organization, and social relationships and suggested how 
collaborative relationships might operate and succeed in the protection of the 
nation and its citizens. Perhaps the most important point we raised is the 
opportunity that exists to leverage existing knowledge, networks and 
relationships. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this Forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

Chainnan 

Approved for Release: 2014/11119 C06050269 
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Approved for Release; 2014/11/19 C06050441 

12 October 2007 

'J1le end of your three-year term on the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) is 
coming up, so I would like· to recommend your re-appointment for another 
_three-year term to expire December 31, 2010. 

Please let me know if this is agreeable to you. 

Many thanks for your collabo~tion up until now. I trust I may look 
forward to ·keeping it up in the service of our country. 

All the best, 

cc: 
I 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050490 

Put classification markings here 
(Unclassified upon removal of appendix) 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 · 

February 25, 2008 

Washington, DC 20511 

Dear I~~ 

The Intelligence Science Board (ISB) devoted its winter quarterly 
meeting (held on December 11-12, 2007) to the topic of "Countering 
Nuclear Terrorism through Intelligence." The extent of interest in this 
topic was evidenced by the at-capacity audience, the largest turnout yet for 
an ISB quarterly meeting. ·Not only was this meeting informative for the 
ISB members, but it fostered interaction among a wide array of people 
who are working this topic area repres~nting the IC, DOD, DOE, DHS, 
and coalition partners, as well as the national laboratories and the private 
sector. 

Government presentations addressed key policy and preparedness 
issues in characterizing the threat at ''the nexus of counterproliferation and 
counterterrorism." They also extended to a wide variety of ongoing 
activities in initigating the threat through collection, analysis, outreach, 
and special operations Unclassified luncheon and dinner sessions 
addressed some of the initiatives of the not-for-profit world to monitor 
global nonproliferation progress and to raise public.awareness of this 
issue. 

The ISB has identified five areas that might be worthy of a "deeper 
dig11 

- should you agree: 

1. S&T Gaps- where is the IC not investing, but they should be; 
2. Areas of S&T Underinvestment - where some investments are 

being made, just not enough; 
3. Agency Interconnectivity - does information and data flow 

between agencies well enough for them to function optimally; 
4. Coordination between IC and DOD or Other Communities - is it 

sufficient? 
5. Coordination among IC Agencies-is it sufficient? .Js it being 

hampered by inadequate technologies? Is it hampered by over-
compartmentalization? · 

Put classification markings here 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050490 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050490 

Put classification markings here 
(Unclassified upon removal of appendix) 

• Additionally. in the attachment are some specific comments and 
suggestions from individual ISB members. These comments range across 
clandestine sensing technology and enabling global psyops endeavors, to 

. reinvigorating national initiatives to address science education, and the 
application of behavioral science to understanding terrorist motives and 
methods, among other suggestions. 

The detailed minutes of our December meeting exhibit an unusually 
high level of interesting and potentially valuable discussions among the 
members and the government. The key elements of the meeting 
discussions are captured in the attached Executive Summary included as a 
classified appendix to this letter. 

The details of precisely how the ISB might best be involved in any of. 
these potential study areas remain to be detennined. We could, for · 
example, charter a task force led by one or more ISB members, or some of 
our members might participate in a government study group led by others 
(e.g., the Joint Atomic Energy Intelligence Committee - JAEIC)- or both. 
Either way, the ISB offers to participate with the Community in furthering 
progress in this rapidly evolving area so critical to our national security. 

Following on the success of this meeting's overview of the topic area, 
the ISB may wish to devote a future meeting to a similar exploration of 
Countering Chemical and/or Biological Terrorism through Intelligence. 
As always, we will keep your office informed of our future meeting and 
study plans. 

Attachments: As stated 

cc: 

Put classification markings here 
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Attachments - Comments from ISB Members 

From ISB Membe•~------' 

Put classification markings here 
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From ISB Membej (b)(6) 
r--~~~~~_!:~==~~~~~==1-~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

(b)(5) 
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Vice Chair 

Members. 

I 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050234 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 13, 2008 

oearD 
We would like to thank you for describing open souree collection efforts at 
the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 
12, 2007. The primary purpose for these events is to provide a forum for 
Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB members and share 
diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks on 
developing novel methods to utilize new media formats provided the Board 
with a deeper understanding of the far-reaching ~ffects of web-based social 
networks. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in ways to address the 
challenges that lie ahead in combating terrorism. 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this issue 
and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts 
to identify new threats our national security. 

Very truly yours, 

I I I I 
Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

c 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050234 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050407 

Intelligence Science Board 
15 IS Colshire Drive Mclean, VA 22 I02 

Apri1 4, 2005 

I 
Dearj 

.---------~The Intelligence Science Board is conducting a Study on Educing Information (EI). designed to 
review what is known about educing information from persons who appear uncooperative or 
unwil1ing to revea1 what they know. This study is sponsored by the Defense lnte11igence 
Agency (DIA}, the lntel1igence Technology and Innovation Center (ITTC}, and the DoD 
Counterinte11igence Field Activity (CIFA). We are conducting reviews of the science, training, 
and practice of educing information, with the goa1 of recommending research and training 
activities that might improve the Inte11igence Community's knowledge base in these areas. 

~of our work · I had the privilege of visiting 
l_Jevera1 weeks ago and being briefed b the work that you and your 
colleagues have done and are doing. In addition, we visited th ibrary and ]earned about 
the archival infonnation that the library holds. Also, "ndly joined us last week at a 
meeting of the Study's Government Experts Group and participated in discussions fol1owing 
presentations of a socia1 science review of EI and a review of what is known (and not known} 
about detecting deception. 

I write today to request pennission to review a number of files of debriefings of U.S. prisoners 
ioum....~mmLlle.lm.eilcmliUW:d.tq c1o this bl I 
t======;------~......-nd a current member of the Iritelbgence Science Board. 

ho serves on the Senior Advisory Committee of the Study on El, has suggested 
ht~at~-e-re~1~s_,much to be learned from review of debriefings of captured U.S. military personnel 
(especia11y during the Vietnam War} who were subjected to coercive interrogations. We would 
welcome the opportunity to review a number of these fi1es in order to assess whether it is 
feasible to recommend a more thorough study of these data from an educing infonnation 
perspective. 

If you wish more information about the ISB Study on Educing Information or have any 
questions about this request, I would be glad to respond. 

In advance. thank you for your attention t~ this request. 

Sincerely, 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050407 
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Members 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050415 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

January 28, 2008 

nearD 
We would like to thank you for describing the intelligence perspectives 
on nuclear terrorism at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
Quarterly Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary purpose for 
these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to 
meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topi~s of 
mutual interest. Your remarks regarding the importance of identifying 
intention in addition to tracking and locating threats provided Board 
members with a new perspective into the distributed model of terrorism. 
Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in 
its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added a 
new member from the nucle~ energy field and look forward to 
supporting the DNI in this and all other intelligence community issues. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. · 

cc: 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050415 
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Vice Chair 
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Approved for Relea~e: 2014/11/19 C06050299 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

Dear~!--~ 
We would like to thank you for describing NCTC's role in responding to a 
nuclear terrorist event at the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary purpo~e for these events is 
to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diverse perspectives on tQpics of mutual interest. 
Your remarks regarding emergency tesponse and threat protocols provided 
Board members with a deeper understanding of collection coordination. 
We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in ways to address the· 
challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. · 

Very truly yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. · 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C060S0299 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050376 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive Mctcan, VA 22!02 

August25,2004 

Pear Mr. Goss: 

As the chair of the DCr s Intelligence Science Board (ISB), I write to offer 
you whatever assistance you might wish from us in preparing for your 
confirmation hearings. 

,__ ___ __,foreshadowed the ISB by standing up his Advanced 
Technology Panel in 1995. In 2002 George Tenet chartered the ISB's present 
mission to "provide expert advice, unconventional thinking, and eariy notice 
of advances in science". The unusually varied ~xpertise of the ISB' s 
membersh!p (Attachment A} reflects that charter's uncommonly broad 
definition of "science" as all aspects of knowledge with a bearing on 
successful intelligence provision and use. 

My colleagues and I would be happy to talk with you about the full range of 
the Board's activities- some of them requested by diverse leaders across the 
IC, others initiatives of the Board itself. Attachment B presents thumbnail 
sketches of five studies whose results we thillk may be particularly relevant to 
you ~t this juncture. 

By copy of this message I am requestin~ j 
I ~o learn from your statf 1I you w1sn to IDCC?t w1m any one 
or group of us and, 1f so, to collaborate with your staff to set something up. 

I Sincerely yours, 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050376 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050412 

12 October 2006 

Dear CJ 
This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and my 
letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee met on 
13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

I would like.to offer you Emeritus status effective when your term expires as 
scheduled on 1January2007, so that the ISB may continue to call on you· for 
special projects. You will continue to be invited to attend our Quarterly 
Meetings. MITRE will continue to hold your clearances. 

I want to thank you for your· contributions during the past nine years as a 
founding member of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its 
successor, the Intelligence Science Board. The "big ideas" that you have 
contributed over the years, such as your paper on.the fonnation of an 
Intelligence DARPA (IARPA), and your recent thoughts on technology to 
resolve 'IC collaboration barriers have resulted in significant actions and 
policy changes by our sponsors. 

I am at your disposal for any que~tions. I very much look forward to 
continuing collaboration. 

Sincerelv vours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment 

cc: 
'--~~~~~~~~~---' 

Elissa R. Allen, MITRE Program Manager 
Cynthia A. Daigneau, MITRE Contracts 
Ruth French, Security Officer . 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050412 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050535 

12 October 2006 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and my 
letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee met on 
13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

'Effective when your term expires as scheduled on 1 January 2007, I would 
like to offer you Emeritus status, so that the ISB may continue to call on you 
for special projects. You will continue be invited to participate in our 
Quarterly Meetings. As your clearances are not held by MITRE, your 
Sponsor would be asked to certify them to enable you to attend future ISB 
meetings .. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past eight years as a 
member of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its successor, the 
Intelligence Science Board. Your presentation and technical insight into the 
challenges facll!g the IC research and development community made a 
significant contribution to the recent Quarterly meeting. I trust that you will 
elect to continue as an ISB Emeritus member. · 

I am at your disposal for any concerns you may have .. 

Sincerely yours, 

.______1· 
Chair, Intelligence ~cience Board . 

Attachment · 

cc: I· 

Approved for Release: 2014/11119 C06050535 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050433 

June 15, 2006 

DearO 
-

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on '1be Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Thank you for 'your fresh 
insights and for your most helpful assistance as a group fqcilitator in 
stimulating ybur group's ideas. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, infonnation, organization, and 

. methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesti~g new ideas to turn into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

All the best, 

ice aifll\an 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050433 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050475 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive McLean, VA 22102 

December 29. 4004 

DeaCJ 
I write to info rm you about an Intelligence Science Board (ISB) study and to invite 

f Homeland Securify participation. · Department o. 

Recently the.I SB initiated a project to review what is known about educing 
The stu~y is being sponsored by the Intelligence Technology information. 

Innovation Ce nter, the Defense Intelligence Agencv and the Coun17 Intelligence 
Under the direction of ISB membe~ _I a team is Field Activity. 

reviewing scie ntific literature about interrogation, meeting with national and 
in~emational e xperts, and examining relevant training rupinlracJti.Cf:.._]Lhe..StJrJ.tfJ.WLt__....., 

rmatit;m is being conducted in concert with Educing Info 
laJsa an ISB lember) and the,__ _______________ __, 

Wewouldwel come participation by the Department of Homeland Security (DHS) 
in these effo 
train agents in 

rts, especially from persons knowledgeable about the DHS's efforts to 
interviewing and interrogation. 

Might it be po 
his colleagues 
involved with 
His phone isl 

ssible for you to put us in contact with someone whom Dr. Fein and 
could talk with in order to explore ways the DHS might wish to be 
this work?! le-mail address i~ I 

Attached is a brief sumniary of the status of the project. 

In advance, th ank you for your attention and your cooperation. 

Best personal regards and wishes for the New Year, 

I 
cc: I 

Attachment 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050475 
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Vice Chair 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050459 

October 17, 2007 

I would like to thank you for presenting .research and findings from 
Mobilizing Minds at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on September 18, 2007 .. The primary purpose for these events is 
to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your remarks about the levers for change and techniques in releasing 
talent provided the Board members with a deeper understanding of how to 
effect transfonnative change in mega organizations. We appreciate your 
candor and enthusiasm in describing the challenges that lie ahead in 
building a truly integrated IC to address this complex problem space. 

Our goal. continues to be to provide linkages betweeri the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific commµnity. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the organizational, policy a:nd 
cultUral issues that the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

Very truly yours. 

I I 
Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050459 
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December 5, 2005 

Washtngton. DC 20505 

Deal 
~-~ 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050357 

When we met in September you asked me to think about ways in which intelligence professionals could 
establish ongoing relationships with the most qualified persons having expertise in relevant areas. 

The suggestions that follow are not novel, and I suspect that some may have been tried sporadically. If 
several of your best people were strongly encouraged to try these approaches over a reasonable interval · 
and if they turned out to be useful in establishing relationships that were seen as valuable, they might be 
adopted more broadly. · 

1) Consider sending select staff to short summer cours~ offered at many universities. Such courses, 
ranging in duration from a week to a month or two, often address new developments in 
technologies that could be of interest. Such an activity would put a staff member in contact not 
only with the sponsor of the course but with the other attendees as well. 

2) Arrange to have a staff member seconded t.;> a university or business research laboratory or group 
for a reasonable interval (three months to a year?) to work with a particular expert.· 

3) Academic investigators occasionally take leaves (sabbatical .or otherwise) to spend time in a 
commercial organization to gain new experience or to establish new relationships. Consider 
inviting an individual with interests related to intelligence efforts to make such a temporary 
move. 

4) Invite one or more individuals of specific interest to an afternoon meeting attended by several 
staff members for discussion of a specific area of science or technology. and follow it with a 
dinner. This could be an opening for Qngoing relationship~. And I suspect that the National 
Academies might well be willing to arrange and host such meetings (with funding of course). · 

I do believe that some combination of these activitie~ might go some distance toward meeting your needs. 

Sincerely yours, 

·, 

Approved for Rel~ase: 2014111/19 C06050357 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050304 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

We would like to thank you for describing the broad government efforts 
in nuclear forensics and attribution at the recent Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary 
purprise for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community 
leaders to meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on 
topics of mutual interest. Your remarks provided Board members with a 
deeper understanding of the National Technical Forensic Center. · 
Moreover, your observations and experience increase our awareness on 
this issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community 
in its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should anive 
within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050546 

Intelligence Science Board· 
1515 ColshireDrive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6. 2008 

Dear 
~-----~ 

We would like to thank you for describing the IND Steering Group and 
Nuclear Materials Information Program (NMIP) at the Intelligence · 
Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 12, 2007. The 
primary purpose for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence 
Community leaders to meet with ISB members and share diverse 
perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks regarding the 
need for a common analytic work plan, metrics, and IC·wide access 
compartmented information provided Board members with a deeper 
understanding of the challenges that lie ahead in developing a single, 
cohesive response to current threats. 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in 
its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050477 

June 15, 2006 

Demi I 
~-~ 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on 'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 

. believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge. offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
made a real contribution. · 

This Forum was a vehicle tO engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government. non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens al~e. Our exploration of the 

· intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want t~ thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

Vice Chairman 

(b)(3) 

(b)(3) 

(b)(6) 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050222 

, I 
January 9, 2006 

I would like to thank you for being our dinner speaker at the recent Intelligence 
Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 13, 2005. The primary 
purpose for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders . 
to meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Your remarks certainly provided the Board members with a deeper 
understanding of the issues the nation faces in countering the proliferation of 
weapons of mass destruction. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in 
describing the challenges that lie ahead in building an Intelligence Community 
organization to address this complex problem space. 

Since you also participated in our October Highlands Forum, you know that Bio
security is one of the key areas that the ISB is studying and that we have 
highlighted the significance of threats in this area in a letter to the DNI. Our 
December agenda also included a presentation and discussion of findings from an 
IC study on an aspect of nuclear terrorism, and a discflssion ofISB mpmbers' 
proposals tol If "big ideas'' for addressing IC problems. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence Community 
and the scientific community. The ISB membership is in transition, and we have 
recently added new members from the nuclear, information assurance and legal 
fields who have had extensive experience working in the IC. 

The ISB offers its services and its commitment to working with y~u·and the 
Community on this, your vital area of national and international need. I am 
available at your convenience to meet with you in the New Year to discuss how we 
should proceed. 

cc: 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050487 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

De~,___ _ ____, 

We would like to thank you for describing the SIGINT collection 
posture at the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on 
December 12, 2007. The primary purpose for these events is to provide 
a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB members . 
and share div~rse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your 
discussion of the nexus of materials, expertise, and intentions necessary 
for a plausible threat provided Board members with a deeper 
understanding of terrorist tactics and procedures. Moreover, your 
insights into the challenges of program vulnerability, insider threat, and 
smuggling networks, increase our awareness on this issue and, in tum, 
our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts to deter 
nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

I '--~~~~~~~~~v~~~--' 
Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050472 

June 15. 2006 

DearO 

It was ·a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government. non-governmental 
·organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collabQration should help us to assist the S&T 

. community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for malting this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

Vice Chairman 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050480 

June 15, 2006 

DearCJ 
It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "The Future of Science and Technology:· Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community .. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. We benefited greatly from your 
leavening the conversation with "big ideas" that carried over to our 
concluding session when the forum cast its net for big ide!ls that we should 
strive to realize. · · 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America_.:.governrnent, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the· 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum· into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely. 

Vice Chairman. 
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, . 

June 15~ 2006. 

nearD 
It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Fomm IV 
on 'The Future of Scien~e and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed wilJ prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your presentation on wild cards 
addressed all those issues and greatly stimulated the group's Utinking; it 
pushed us to consider our assumptions and enabled us to compile a 
number of potential courses of action for the S&T leadership of the 
intelligence community. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations; and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into actio~. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

All the best, 

............ 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050517 

Intelligence Science Bo~rd 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

November 17, 2008 

oearD 

The end ·of your three-year term on the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
is coming up. As you know, I have recommended your re-appointment 
for another three-year term. which will expire December 31. 2011. I am 
·very happy to inform you that ODNI has accepted my recommendation. 

. . 

Many thanks for your contributions to the ISB over the past years. I 
very much look forward to our further collaboration in the service of our 
country. 

All the best. 
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Approved for Release: 2014111/19 C06050517 

October 22, 2007 

Dearj .__ _ _, 

I would like to thank you for desctjbing the strategy and innovation that 
built l . lat the recent Intelligence Science 
Bow \WDJ \ZUCllCCIIJ mccuuzs Vll ., ptember 18. 2007. The primary 
purpose for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community 
leaders to .meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on 
topics of ·mutual interest. Your remarks about the importance of 
communication and approaches to leading talent certainly provided the 
Board members with a deeper understanding of new perspectives for 
achieving transfonnative change. We appreciate your candor and 
enthusiasm in providing us with your insights on y.rays to address the 
challenges that lie ahead in building a truly integrated IC. 

Our goal continues to be to provide link8.ges between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific coinmunity. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the qrganizational, policy and 
cultural issues tbat the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forwwd in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

Very truly yours, 

P.s. I j asked me to send you a special token of his 
. personat appreciation. This item will be sent separately. 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050486 · 

31 October 2005 

.____I _I 
Via: 

Washmgton, DC 20505 

Dear 
'----~~~~~~~~-' 

The ISB's task force on privacy reviewed the regime that governs the interplay of 
technology and privacy in a certain realm we consider to be especially critical for national 

·security. 
. . 

The attached memorandum finds that, in current practic:e, this interplay is constrained - to 
the detriment of timeliness and effectiveness - solely by executive regulations tailored for an 
era long past, not by constitutional limits nor by judicial precedent or legislative decisions. 
The "fixes" that exist rely on slow, cumbersome retail processes more suitable for 
prosecution after the fact than for providing comprehensive preventive intelligence. 

Mindful that a change in these regulations likely impacts policy and public perceptions of . 
policy, we recommend conducting an eJ(periment intended to evaluate the risk/benefit 
tradeoffs of a proposed change in regulations, a change that lies within accepted judicial and 
legislative protections of civil liberties; a change tailored for the potential for effectiveness 
and timeliness of the digital world we live in and tailored for the national security 
environment we must deal with in the here and now. 

We attach great urgency to conducting this experiment, in the belief that the greatest threat 
both to national security and to privacy/civil liberties will most likely ensue from another 
attack on the US homeland that better intelligence might have forestalled. 

We are at your disposal to help see this through. By way of enabling this, we shall schedule 
a conversation between your own General Counsel and us to explore additional subtle 
details. 

Enclosure 

cc: 

FOUO 
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Approved for Release: 2014111/19 C06050302 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

Dear 
L----' 

We would ~e to thank you for your extraordinary efforts in facilitating 
the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Winter Meeting. The primary 
purpose of these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community 
leaders to meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on 
topics of mutual interest. You unified extraordinary speakers within a 
cohesive and rational structure that became one of the most well attended 
and discussed meetings in the history of the ISB. 

We truly appreciate your energy, patience, and endurance. 

Sincerelv vours. 

Chair, InteUigence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. · 
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Approved for Release: .2014/11/19 C06050474 

25 September 2006 

DeruC] 
This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting. and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. As you may recall, the ISB Charter 
of 26 August 2002 specifies that "the Vice Chair and all other members of 
the ISB shall be appointed by the Director of [National] Intelligence · 
(D[N]I) on recommendation of the ISB Chair," and that .. members shall 
serve for a term of three years th?.t may be extended by the D[N]I on 
recommendation of the Chair." 

(b)(6) 

After consulting wi~ j I recommended the (b)(3) 
partition of the twenty-tour members mto tour groups whose terms would 
expire 1 January, beginning January 2006 through January 2009. This 
plan provided for an orderly transition based on length of tenure, including 
membership in the ISB's predecessor Advanced Technology Panel. The 
plan specified that terms expire as foUows: 

1 January 2006: 

1 January 2007: 

1 January 

1 January 2009: 
~---~ 

In accordance with this plan, I would like to confirm that your term will 
expire as scheduled on 1January2007. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050474 
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I especially appreciate your forbearance during our difficult transition 
period. your unflagging willingness to participate in this demanding form 
of public service. and the contributions you have made to the U.S. 
government through your service on the ISB. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past six years. Your 
'task force report on Trusted lnfonnation Sharing (TIS) and concept paper 
for a TIS Institute are valuable background documents for the DNI/CIO as 
he lays Qut his program for enhancing information sharing across the 
government. The "big ideas" you presented at the December Quarterly 
became part of an ISB report to the ADNI/S&T. 

I am at your disposal to explore with you any concerns you may have that 
stem from my actions. 

Sincerely yours, 

- -
Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050474 __ --·-
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050225 

UNCLASSIFIED//~ 

·September 28, 2007 

Demt=:=] 

Thank you for your response, dated September 13, 2007. to the draft 
Terms of Reference for a proposed Biointelligence Study by the 
Intelligence Science Board (ISB), both attached. It came as a welcome 
surprise to the ISB membership to learn that you are preparing a 
biological topography of the Intelligence Community and therefore 
have no need for our assistance. 

We believe that your success - especially as it regards best practices in 
collection - deserves wider recognition. Therefore, I would like to 
invite you to present the results of your efforts at the next meeting of 
the ISB on December 11-12, 2007. We suggest December 12at1:00 
p.m. as the time for your presentation, but would happily 
accommodate your schedule on either day and would, of course, 
welcome your attendance throughout the meeting. 

As you know, our members also serve on myriad other advisory 
boards and panels in both the executive and the legislative branches 
with which they could share our common concerns. Your presentation 
would not only assist our members in these additional roles, but would 
also· be of great value as we consider the four topics suggested in your 

·memo. 

Thank you for your·consideration. I look forward to seeing you in 
December. 

All the best, 

I 

UNCLASSIFIED/tibtJs.. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 CQ6050225 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050456 

12 October 2006 

near! I 
~-~ 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The .ISB Membership Committee 
met on 13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

By this letter, I am requesting that you extend your term on the ISB for 
three more years until 1 January 2010. I trust that you are willing to serve. 

' I want to thank you for all your contributions during the past three years, 
and your exceptional performance in developing and managing the 
September 2006 ISB Quarterly meeting agenda, "Speed, Surprise and 
Synergy: Achieving Information Advantage Through Science and 
Technology." I have heard nothing but praise for the presentations, panel 
discussions and organization, a tribute to your perseverance in seeking out 
the most relevant and qualified IC scientists, researchers and program 
directors. I especially appreciate your gracious forbearance during 
difficult times. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment 

cc: I 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050491 

June 15, 2006 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
·on ''The Future of Science and Technology: hnplications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in buUding new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your leadership, enthusiasm and 
openness to the possibilities motivated the plenary discussions and macie a 
real contribution. I hope that you found value in the ideas raised and can 
take some of them away in addressing the challenges in your work at 
ODNI. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, infonnation, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting· new ideas to tuni into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

All the best, 

Vice Chainnan 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050351 

June 15, 2006 

DearO 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. We greatly appreciate your 
ability to join us on short notice and make such an impact with your 
sobering and stimulating remarks on environmental pathogens. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersecti9n of science, technology, infonnation, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making ~ forum a success, 

Sincerely, 

1ce airman 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050401 

October 16, 2006 

DearJ~---~ 

It is with great pleasure that I welcome you to the Intelligence Science 
·Board (ISB). I am very pleased that you have chosen to accept a position as 
a member of the ISB and know that this is the beginning of a mutually 
beneficial association. 

Program r··=~d :· ""'! our focal point for all interactions with the 
Owm manage your contract and secu:y cons1 era ons w1e 

you are a member of the ISB. 

As a Board member, you will be compensated for your time and for 
expenses via a contract witJl I Invoices should be submitted 
to: 

The MITRE Corporation 
Attn.1 

,___I __ _______, 

In addition, I have enclosed some ISB materials and the member 
directory, which should prove useful to you while working with the 
ISB: 

• Intelligence Science Board Charter 
• Executive Summary 
• Vision Statement 
• Summary of the Studies 
• 2006-2007 Quarterly Meeting Dates 
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Once again, welcome to the Intelligence Science Board. 

Sincerely, 

Enclosure 

cc: 
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Vice Chair 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050227 

October 17, 2007 

l5 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

· DearO (b)(6) 

I would like to thank you for describing your re-engineering strategy and 
measures for improving I ~t the recent Intelligence Science Board (b)(6) 
(ISB) Quarterly Meeting on September 18, 2007. The primary purpose for 
these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to , 
meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topics of 
mutual interest. Your remarks certainly provided the Board members with 
a deeper understanding of the importance of corporate principles and 
processes and their effect on changing organizational culture. We 
appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in describing the challenges that lie 
ahead in building a truly integrated IC to address this complex problem 
space. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the organizational, policy and 
cultural issues that the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

Ire• 

PS: Got your letter and much appreciate your interest in joining the 
Board. I'll phone you shortly to explore that further with you. I 1 · 
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Approved for Release: 2014111/19 C06050344 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

Dear 
~--~ 

We would like to thank you for describing the HUMINT collection 
posture at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting 
on December 12, 2ocn. The primary purpose for these events is to 
provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB 

. members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your remarks provided ·the Board with a deeper understanding of the 
need for creativity and adaptation in collection efforts .. Moreover, your 
observations and experience increase our awareness on this issue and, in 
tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts to 
deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
. within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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26 October 2005 

(b)(3) 

McLean, VA22101 

~o ~ 
Many thanks for staying the course at St. Michaels - almost to the end! As 

I've written to the other government participants, I hope that you found it time well 
spent. I know that you will think of the individual participants and of the Intelligence 
Science Board as ongoing sources of useful ideas and helpful counsel. We 're 
working on follow-up with! ~ and I will keep you apprised of progress. (b )(6) 

FYL the following is the letter that went to the other participants: 

"It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum m on 
'Biological Threats, Intelligence, and Relationships.' I believe that the ideas we 
discussed will prove to be important if we are to move quickly in building new 
networks for early indicators of biological threats, improve the timeliness and quality 
of our intelligence on these issues, and work collaboratively to protect our nation. 
Your participation made a real contribution - the Forum benefited from the infusion 
of such informed and diverse points of view in our communities of interests and 
practice.,, 

"This.Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America..:. government, non-governmental organizations, and 
private citizens alike. In our sessions we explored the intersection of medicine, 
technology, information, organization, and social relationships and suggested how 
collaborative relationships might operate and succeed in the proteetion of the nation 
and its citizens. Perhaps the most important point we raised is the opportunity that 
exists to leverage existing knowledge, networks and relationships." 

··r want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success." 

All the best, 

Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050276 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050547 

Intelligence Science Board 
1515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA22102 

November 13, 2008 

Dear 

The end of your three-year term on the Intelligence Science Board {ISB) 
is coming up on December 31, 2008. At the December meeting I will 
express my formal thanks to you in person for your service to our 
country, but. I want to take the opportunity now to tell you how much I 
have enjoyed collaborating with you. I especially appreciate your 
initiatives and good works in launching the Board's efforts on the 
nuclear threat and organizing the December 2007 Quarterly Meeting, as 
well as helping the ISB to understand R&D efforts in the national. labs. 

We expect to keep your clearances active for at least a year to facilitate 
any ad hoc contributions you care to make to ISB tasks. I look forward 
to our continuing association in the years ahead. 

All the.best, 

• I 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11119 C06050493 

October 17. 2007 

Dearl I· 
~---~ 

I would like to thank you for describing how you successfully transformed 
an engineering company into an information company at the recent 
Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on September 18. 
2007. The primary purpose for these events is to provide a forum for 
Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB members and share 
diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks certainly 
provided the Board members with reasons for a leadership focus on 
customers and ways to stimulate innovation to achieve real transformative 
change. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in describing the 
challenges that lie ahead in building a truly integrated IC to address this 
complex problem space. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the organizational, poiicy and 
cultural issues that the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

Very truly yours, · 

Chall', Inte 

cc: 
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_ Dear! 
~---~ 

Intelligence Science Board 
1515 Colshirc Drive Mclean, VA 22l02 

22 November 2005 DRAFT 

A sub-committee of the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) was convened on 
25 October 2005, to recommend candidates for ISB membership and 
identify current-members whose terms should be allowed to expire. ,~-~ 
c=]chaired the sub-committee ofl I 
~-----------~and myself. In addition.to 
membership, we have made several minor recommendations regarding 
membership policies. These are provided for your approval in the 
attachment. 

In accordance with .the ISB Charter, the Vice Chair l:llld all other members 
shall be appointed by the DNI on recommendation of the ISB Chair. Based 
on the deliberations of the sub-committee, I recommend that the 
memberships of 

an e allowed to exprre m January 2006. I 
~furth-,......e-r_r_ec_o_mm_~end that the terms o and ~ I 
I I be allowed to expire as early in 2006 as additional new members 
can be cleared and brought on board, and that they be offered Emeritus 
status, reserved in the Charter for long standing members who continue to 
participate periodically in ISB deliberati.ons. 

For the remaining members, I recommend that their terms.be allowed to 
expire as follows: 

1 January 2007: J 

1 JanuarV 2008: I I . ~. ~~~~~~~______, 

1 January 20~9: L_I ___ ___, 
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The subcommittee identified several areas of expertise as important to 
maintaining the ISB's cross disciplinary nature and selected several 
candidates in each discipline. No priority is implied by the order of the 
categories but within each category, candidates are listed. in order of 
preference. I recommend the following individuals for ISB membership: 

Cultural Anthropology 
(Names and Bios) 

HUMINT 
(Names and Bios) 

Infonnation Assurance 
(Names and Bios) 

Neuroscience/neurobiology 
(Names and Bios) 

Nuclear 
(Names arid Bios) 

Other Specialty Areas: Economics, Risk Management, Innovative 
Technologies 
(Names and Bios) 

The ISB offers its services and commitment to working with you and the 
Community on vital subjects of national and international need. I am 
available at your convenience to meet with you about these 
recommendations in person. 

Sincerely yours, 

Chairman 
Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment: 
Proposed ISB Policy/Procedural Statements 
Concur: 
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October 12, 2006 

DeJ~-~ 
For the last several years, Oas been a co-sponsor of the Intelligence 
Science Board's Study on Educing Infonnation. The Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) consists of a group of distinguished and experienced 
professionals, appointed by the Director of National Intelligence to advise 
him and various intelligence agencies about research and other matters of 
interest to the lntellilrence Communiiv The Study on EduciDtl Infonna7· , 
chaired~ I ~~. ~-·~~~~~~ 

We have completed Phase I of the Study and are embarking on Phase 2. As 
part of our work, we have created a Phase 2 Working Group on the 
Application of Negotiation Theory to Educing Information. The Working · 
Group (WG) is composed of military and intelligence experts, together with 
several distinguished subject matter experts who serve as consultants. The 
tasks of the WG involve efforts to develop a framework for future USG 
efforts in the area of custodial information eduction. 

I write to reques grant 
Interim Secret Clearances to our four Phase 2 senior academic consultants. 
These oersons are: 

• 

• 

• 

• 

A~ their work, on an occasional· basis, I expect that the team will meet 
at L__js well as at other sponsor and IC facilities). Accordingly, I would 
like to request that our consultants be granted privileges to access NIPR and 
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SIPR systems, as needed. I anticipate that the Working Group will be 
involved in this activity for between eighteen months and two years. 

Thank you very much for your attention to.this request. I would be glad to 
respond to any questions you may have. 

Sincerely, 

cc: 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive. McLean, VA 22102 

February 6. 2008 

We would like to thank you for providing the intelligence lessons learned 
from smuggling case studies at the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
Quarterly Meeting on December 12, 2007 .. The primary purpose for these 
events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet 
with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Your remarks regarding source issues and inter-organizational 
partnerships provided Board members with a deeper understanding of the 
challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

Moreover, your observations and experience increase our awareness on 
this issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community 
in its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. ' 

Very truly yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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· 12 October 2007 

nearO 
The end of your current three-year tenn on the Intelligence Science Board 
is coming up on December 31, 2007. 

I look forward to an opportunity to thank you in person at the December 
meeting both for your service to our ·country and for the personal pleasure 
of collaborating with you. I especially appreciate your suggestions for 
integrating modeling and simulation tools and proposed innovations in 
remote sensing for improved intelligence analysis. 

We expect to keep your clearances active for at least a year, to facilitate 
any ad hoc contributions you care to continue to make to ISB tasks. 

Ail the best, 

Chair, Inte igence Science oar 

cc: 
I 
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June 15, 2006 

Dearj j 
~-~ 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. I join with our forum 
participants in thanking you for your memorable presentation on 
innovation and for raising a number of possibilities for the intelligence 
community's S&T leaders to take into account as they move foiward with 
their strategy. I hope that we can continue to call on you and your creative 
energy as we move foiward on a variety of fronts in the Intelligence 
Science Board. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology. information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

All the best, 
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June 3, 2009 

Washingron, DC 20511 

DeaJ I 
The Intelligence Community (IC) and the Intelligence Science Board QSB) have long wrestled 
with bow best to balance the needs of national security and intelligence collection with privacy 
and civil liberty concerns. The enclosed paper by~------------~------' 
provides an uncommonly lucid and well-reasoned framework for examining the complex and 
intertwiQed legal, technical, politi~, and practical factors at play in striking this balance in 
today's cyberspace environment. 

I heartily commend I paper to you, your staff, and the senior leadership of the IC. 
Based on bis analysis of the fads available to him, I recommend that you establish an 
appropriate (perhaps novel) body with the access necessary to form well-grounded 
conduslons about striking a balance suitable for the 21 •t century. Such a body must 
necessarily include all three branches of government and, to the extent possible, should also 
engage the public. · 

I J paper gives us a primer on the technological, legal, policy, and practical constraints 
associated. with intelligence activities in cyberspace. It highlights the debilitating mismatch 
between the electronic speed of events in cyberspace and the bureaucratic pac~ of most eurrent 
IC practices. It then offers a roadmap for addre8sing ~ese constraints. In particular J I 
I jargues that the tension between intelligence capacity and privacy is not a zero-sum 
game·- technological advances can be privacy-enhancing even while resulting in more efficient 
and effeetive IC capacities. 

The paper poses two fundamental questions·and a host of ancillar)' questions, to wit: 

1. Should the legal and political frameworks that restrain IC activities be reformed in 
light of changing technological and' strategic circumstances? That is, 
• Has the IC already sufficiently reoriented from the analog (paper-based) world to the 

digital era? 
• Do the substantive standards or the sheer logistics imposed by the Foreign 

Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) under some circumstances in fact cause the IC 
to fail to collect important communications? 

• Should the FISA system be modified in order to automate the process of approving 
surveillance as to new targets under certain circumstances in which a FISA order 
already exists?. 
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• Does the existing system pennit the government adequate flexibility to conduct 
pattern-0ased inquiries, as opposed to inquiries in which it has a specific individual 
target in mind? 

• Do the existing rules employ categorical distinctions that no longer make sense, such 
as a fonnal distinction between the foreign and domestic realms? 

• Do the existing rules employ technologically contingent concepts that over time may 
have become unmoored from their original purpose? 

• What are the unappreciated gaps involving international cooperation in the realm of 
infonnation collection and exploitation? 

• A:re there unwarranted gaps between the fonnal legal framework(s) that are meant to 
constrain the IC and the actual belilifS and practices that exist with~n agencies? 

2. If reforms are required, how should they be pursued in order to reflect a reasonable 
balance between security and privacy values? 
• Would a general shift toward ex post supervision (and away from ex ante 

authorization) provide a more satisfactory resolution of the tensions among efficacy, 
efficiency, and preservation of privacy? 

• Can immutable audit trails and other fonns of accountability-enhancement measures 
make a switch to post-hoc oversight more attractive from a privacy perspective? 

• How can data-anonymization practices help to overcome privacy concerns? 
• Is the current regime too complex to pennit ailequate training (and therefore more 

prone to mistakes or abuse)? 
• What, if anything, should be done to police the migration of information from 

intelligence uses to other uses, such as criminal law enforcement? 

As I ~sserts, these questions for the most part tum on empirical facts regarding 
the actual practice and implementation of status quo rules and practices facts that are not 
available to the public and not generally available even within government. While there is good 
reason for such secrecy, le must nor pennit reflexive secrecy to prevent vigorous investigation 
of the issues presented in paper. . .. 

Orchestrating a multi-branch (and beyond) body such as the one recommended may be 
particularly cbaJlenging. The ISB and its members have had some experience in dealing with 
such complex structures. To the extent we can be helpful to you and the IC in characterizing or 
fonning such a body, we stand ready to offer our assistance. 
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Intelligence, Privacy, and the Challenge of Rapid Technological Change: 
Framing the Issues 
Striking a 'Balance 

The Illtelligeitce Community (IC) today faces increa.sing pressure to enhance its ability .to 
collect information in real time, to aggregate and mine that information expeditiously, and at 
times to do so in contexts where the existence of a threat is known but the particular p.ersons, 
entities, or facilities associated with that threat are not. 1 Whether the IC can respond 
·appropriately depends in significant part on the hard restraints associated with finite technical 
capacities. But let us asswne for the sake of discussion that existing or emerging technologies are 
adequate to the task. Two pressing questions arise. 

First, would the exploitation of such technologies be compatible with what might best be 
described as the IC's ''regulatory environment"-i.e., the laws, bureaucratic practices and 
beliefs, and competing policy considerations that collectively function to constrain the IC above 
and beyond merely technical limitations. Second, if the answer to the first question is no, can and 
should the regulatory environment be modified? Such questions of course are entangled with · 
privacy and related civil liberty considerations, and appropriately so. Any effort to optimize the 
IC's use of technology must account for such matters, as recent experience amply demonstrates. 
It may be, however, that technology can provide Pareto-superior solutions that improve the IC's 
effectiveness while simultaneously reducing privacy and civil liberty concerns. 

This paper does not aspire to answer these ultimate questions. Rather, the goal is to 
establish that these questions should be rigorously examined, and to provide a roadmap for such 
an investigation. Toward that end, the paper proceeds in two stages. Part I provides context for 
the discussion that follows by surveying the .evolution of the "regulatory environment" described 
above. Tbe·survey, which follows a historical progression, provides a brief but nuanced account 
that may be particularly useful for those seeking an accessible introduction to key legal 
considerations and case studies. Building on that foundation, Part II outlines a research agenda 
for further study. 

PART I-A PRIMER ON THE LEGAL AND POLICY CONSTRAINTS ASSOCIATED WITH IC 
ACTIVITIES 

We cannot address the challenges described above without a shared understanding of the 
complex legal and policy considerations that provide the '<regulatory environment" for the IC's 
activities. This section sketches the historical development of those consideration.s, focusing on 
IC activities that impact persons in the United States and hence give rise to particular legal and 
policy concerns. 2 

1 In terms of the strategic environment, the IC must account not just for the OYert threat posed by rival states but also for the threat posed by 
terrorists and other clandestine actors-a eontext In which the particular persons and assets to be targeted may not be known even though the 
threat itself is. At the same time, technological change has produced an increasingly rapid and diversified global communications network as 
weU as exponential growth In the variety and amount of data In l!Xistence. These trends oblige the IC to act ever more quickly, and to make use 
of ever more sophisticated technologl~s, In order to maintain Its edge. 

2 Traditionally, IC activities impacting non-citizens overseas have been understood not to give rise to similar 
concerns. It bears mentioning that some recent developments In the law, such as the Supreme Court's 2008 
decision in Boumediene v. Bush (holding that non-citizens held in U.S. military custody at Guantanamo may invoke 
the Constitut!oo's Suspension Clause), place pressure on that assumption. 
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A. From the Founding to 9/11: The Emerging Legal and Political Environment . 
The current,. deeply-contested political and legal climates relating to intelligence 

activities did not emerge from a vacuum. ~ey are instead the product of a long history involving 
the evolution of complex and technologically-contingent conceptions of privacy. This section 
provides a thumbnail sketch of key events in that process, emphasizing the mediating role played 
by judges. · · 

At common law in England, the primary legal restraint on the investigative powers of 
government officials was an indirect one: Jn the event of an unjustifiable intrusion, a government 
official faced civii liability for trespass. This prospect of course could have a chilling effect if 
officials were left to predict as best they could how a jury might subsequently evaluate the 
search. Officials did not have to run such risks, however, thanks to the institution of the 
judicially-issued search warrant. Obtaining a warrant in advance of a search served not just to 
protect the private citizen from unwarranted intrusions but also to shield the government agent . 
from the threat oflitigation in the event of a close call. The juilge, from this point of view, played 
an ex ante mediating role balancing the government's need to investigate with society's interest 
in preserving some degree of privacy. Not all warrants, however, are equal. 

In the period leading up to the American Revolution, the practice of issuing "general" 
warrants generated fierce resentment from American colonists. General warrants did not specify 
a particular premises to be searched or a particular item to be seized, but rather purported to grant 
search ~d seizure authority (and hence civil immunity) on a generalized basis. This episode, 
memorialized in American mythos via its inclusion as a prominent grievance in the Declaration 
of Independence itself, served to entrench the notions that privacy is a central element-perhaps 
even a precondition-of political liberty and that warrants must be focused narrowly in order to 
perform their mediating function properly. 

Tiie Fourth Amendment proceeds directly from these concerns. It forbids the federal 
government from engaging in unreasonable searches and seizures. It also specifies that warrants 
may be issued only where the government can demonstrate "probable cause,'' with probable 
cause ordinarily demonstrated to a judicial officer through a sworn statement. The resulting 
warrants must contain particularized descriptions of the specific places to be searched or·items or 
persons to be seized. The warrant model thus assumes that the government already possesses 
some amount of information drawing its attention to a particular person or location-an 
assumption that works reasonably well for the conventional law enforcement scenario, but which 
encounters problems if applied to, say, an untargeted effort to collect and mine large-scale 
datasets in search of patterns that might themseJves produce more targeted suspicions. 

What preCisely does the Fourth Amendment mean when it refers to probable cause? The 
Fourth Amendment does not answer that question expiicitly, but the language has long been 
understood to refer to whether a search will produce evidence that a crime has been or is about to 
be committed. Not all government investigative activity, however, is directed toward 

· enforcement of criminal Iii.w. The government might investigate in furtherance of a public health 
measure, for e~ample, or to take a more pertinent example, it might collect intelligence in 
furtherance of its national security and foreign affairs responsibilities (something that I will refer 
to simply as "intelligence gathering" for ease of reference). And, of course, it might carry out 
investigations that relate simultaneously to such functions and also to criminal law enforcement. 
Complicating matters further, these interests may not be mutually exclusive (e.g., an espionage 
or terrorism investigation might sound in both criminal law enforcement and intelligence-
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gathering), and even when they are distinguishable their relative weight may shift back and forth 
in the course of an investigation. These considerations greatly complicate the question of how 
the Constitution constrains investigative behavior. 

These issues were not particularly prominent in the 1800s. A pair of trends that beg:µi to 
accelerate in the 19th century ensured, however, that they would become so. First, the revolution 
in communications technology associated first with steam-powered transportation and then later 
with the telegraph and the telephone created new opportunities for information collection while 
at the same time reducing the amount of time required for communications to pass over distance. 
Second, the emerging role of the United States in international affairs-and the increasingly 
perilous nature of geostrategic circumstances-increasingly incentivized the federal government 
to collect information for intelligence purposes. Information had become relatively exigent, in 
the sense used in this paper, and for much the same reasons. The interesting question was how 
our legal and political cultures would respond. 

· The short answer is that both law and politics throughout the 20th century oscillated 
between the concerns of privacy and security, employing categorical distinctions such as 
geography, purpose and method in order to distinguish zones of relative discretion from zones of 
relative restraint These distinctions came under pressure by the end of the century, however, 
paving the way for the disputes that have characterized the post-9/11 period. 

Initially, technological change seemed likely to outstrip the constraining impact of law 
and politics. In 1928, the Supreme Court in a case called Olmstead v. United States addressed 
whether Fourth Amendment restraints applied to government agents who sought to listen in on 
phone calls. The question arose in the context of a criminal investigation with no overtones of 
foreign affairs or national security concerns (the defendants were .bootleggers during 
Prohibition), and it involved activities and communications occurring solely within the United 
States. The government had tapped the defendants' phones without a warrant, prompting the 
defendants to object on Fourth Amendment grounds. Drawing a sharp distinction between 
physically-intrusive measures (such as rifling through a person's papers or invading their home) 
and the new realm of electronic surveillance, the Court concluded that the Fourth Amendment 
had no application at all in the latter setting. 

The government's victory in Olmstead was short-lived. The decision drew the public's 
attention to the prospect of unregulated wiretapping, generating political backlash. As a 
consequence, Congress in the 1930s passed a statute criminalizing all wiretapping (though not 
bugging, which could be viewed as a separate form of collection made possible by changing 
technology), and by 1940 Attorney General Robert Jackson bad forbidden the FBI from 
employing wiretaps under any circumstances (thus eliminating any concerns regarding the speed 
with which such operations were conducted, of course). The pendulum, in short, bad swung 
quickly from complete discretion to complete prohibition. But further change quickly followed, 
largely as a result of World War II. 

With the onset of war, the notion of a distinction between criminal investigations and 
national security investigations became more significant. Not long after Attorney General 
Jackson forbade the FBI from engaging in wiretapping, in fact, President Roosevelt directed the 
FBI to conduct extensive investigations of potential national security threats within the United 
States, including through the use of wiretaps. Privacy protection continued to be-robust in the 
context of mere criminal investigations, but the executive proceeded on the assumption that post
Olmstead restraints had no bearing when the purpose of an investigation-even a domestic 
investigation-involved national security. As a result, the speed with which such investigations 
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could proceed was left to the discretion of the executive officials involved, subject as always to 
technical and logistical constraints. 

The security-crime distinction soon became an entrenched feature of the legal and 
political cultures of investigation, at least within the executive branch. Whether the emerging 
role played by the security-crime distinction also reflected an informed assessment by the public 
or by Congress, at that time, is a more difficult question. The answer may differ depending on 
whether we are speaking of investigative activity within the U.S. or abroad. In the latter case, it 
is fair to say that the public understood that the government engaged in overseas collection 
activities for security purposes and by and large did not expect those activities to be subject to 
the sorts oflegal and political constraints that' might apply domestically. As to the former, 
however, it is much less clear that the public or members of Congress in the 1950s and 1960s 
appreciated the nature and scale of the government's domestic security activities. 

Iii any event, change was on the horizon. On one hand, the realm of privacy gave way to 
a degree in connection with criminal investigations. Pressure on the government to take a 
tougher line toward crime led Congress, in 1968, to authorize a warrant regime through which 
the government could obtain permission from a judge to use electronic surveillance for purposes 
of criminal investigation. On the other hand, the government's discretion to act domestically in 
the name of security came to an abrupt halt in the early 1970s. While much good had been 
accomplished through security investigations, many abuses had occurred as well-and these 
abuses became public knowledge in the 1970s thanks to a combination of investigative 
journalism and formal investigations conducted by the Senate's Church Committee and the 
House's Pike Committee. Coming at a time when trust in the government already had collapsed 
as a result of Vietnam and Watergate-and contemporaneous with growing political intere8t in 
the general concept of privacy-these disclosures entrenched a still-influential segment of 
opinion holding that investigative powers are prone to misuse against political opponents and 
that the national security establishment accordingly must be subjected to checks apd balances in 
the fonn of congressional oversight, transparency, statutory regulation, and judicial 
supervision-at least in its dom~stic operations. 

Given this shift in the political culture, it is little surprise that the legal environment 
shifted at this time as well. In a case known as the Keith decision, the Supreme Court in the early 
1970s held that the Fourth Amendment does apply to national security investigations carried out 
in the U.S. where there the security threat is purely domestic in nature (i.e, where the threat has 
no tie. to a foreign power). The Court did not require the government to employ only criminal 
investigative methods in such cases-it explicitly stated that the government could satisfy the 

·Fourth Amendment by obtaining a warrant predicated on a showing other than probable cause to 
believe a crime has been or is going to be committed-but combined with the political blowback 
discussed above, the net impact was to steer the govcinment towards a criminal law enforcement 
model of purely domestic "security threats. · 

The security-crime distinction in our legal and political culture thus collapsed, at least to 
a degree, insofar as purely-domestic security threats were concerned. Insofar as foreign security 
threats were concerned, however, the distinction did not so much collapse as grow more 
complicated. 

In 1978, Congress enacted the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act, better known as 
"FISA." In brief, FISA created a special warrant regime for electronic surveillance directed at 
agents of foreign powers, with the government's application presented to the Foreign 
Intelligence Surveillance Court ("FISC'') (the membership of which consists of federal judges 
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picked to serve tenns on the FISC by the Chief Justice of the United Stares). There are several 
keys to understanding FISA. First, the government's application occurs in a classified setting 
without any opposing party, and wi~out disclosure to the target then or later (unless and until the 
government elects to prosecute the target). Second, a FISA warrant does not require probable 
cause to believe that a crime has been or is going to be committed. Instead, the government's 
obligation simply is to show probable cause that the target is a foreign power or agent of a 
foreign power, without respect to any potential crime. In some respects, this may indeed be an 
easier showing than producing probable cause to believe a crime has been or is going to be 
committed-though it is worth emphasizing that this still requires a targeted showing. Third, the 
FISA system as framed originally did not apply to all or even most foreign intelligence-related 
surveillance. Instead, FISA offered a complex definition in which the warrant obligation 
depended on the particular communication technology at issue, the citizenship of the parties to 
the communication, and the physical location of the parties and of the acquisition device. 
Generally speaking, this made FISA applicable for wiretaps and bugs employed in the U.S. or in 
connection with the international communications of U.S. persons, but not for purely . 
extraterritorial communications involving noncitizens. Eventually, FISA expanded to provide for 
pen registers, trap-and-trace devices, and physical searches as well. . 

The FISA system, by introducing a formalized gate-keeping process, necessarily imposed 
temporal delay on the ability of the government to employ covered methods of foreign
intelligence gathering-though the statute has always contained emergency procedures pursuant 
to which senior Justice Department officials may authorize resort to such methods on a rush 
basis, subject to post-hoc review from the FISC. Over time, the system grew more complicated. 

·The Justice Department established the Office of Intelligence Policy and Review (OIPR) in order 
to, among other things, screen and present PISA applications to the FISC. As the system 
eventually developed, FISA applications ordinarily had to run a gauntlet of internal and external 
reviews-including first the investigative agency's own general counsel's office, then the OIPR, 
and finally the FISC itself. FISA does provide emergency procedures through which the 
Attorney General can approve surveillance on his or her own authority in certain circumstances, 
subject to FISC approval within seven days. Even then, however, some lapse of time still will 
occur before the Attorney General can render that approval. The system, in short, necessarily 
entails some degree of time lapse even in exigent circumstances-a circumstance that would 
come to be in contrast to the increasing speed with which communications take place in the 
emerging realm of cyberspace. 

Complicating matters, both courts and the Justice Department in the 1980s and 1990s 
were grappling with the questions that arise when a foreign inte11igence investigat~on might have 
criminal consequences. Shortly after FISA was enacted, for example, an influential court of 
appeals decision held that surveillance evidence obtained without a criminal warrant was 
compatible with the Fourth Amendment only if at the time the "primary purpose" of the 
investigation was intelligence collection rather than criminal law enforcement; once the primary 
purpose shifted to the latter, the government must obtain a criminal warrant in order to contmue 
its collection activity. Partially as a result, a "wall" began to emerge in both formal and cultural 
terms within the executive branch, separating criminal and intelligence investigations so as to 
reduce the risk of running afoul of the primary purpose test. · 

In addition to the establishment of the PISA system, the emergence of the ''wall," and the 
collapse of purely domestic security investigations, the revelations of abuse in the 1970s 
engendered many other pro-privacy develop~ents in our political culture. Perhaps most notably, 
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• "Sneak and peak" search warrants: the PATRIOT Act codified existing caselaw 
· permitting criminal investigators to conduct physical searches pursuant to warrants but 

without immediate disclosure of the search to the target. 

. • "Library records": the PATRIOT Act empowered the FISC to issue orders compelling 
the production of "any tangible thing" (including, famously, library records) in 
connection with foreign intelligence investigations, with the recipients of the order 
forbidden to disclose the existence of the order to others. · 

• "The wall'': most notably, the PATRIOT Act sought to tear down the criminal
intelligence "wall" by altering the "primary purpose" test. Going forward, investigators 
could employ FISA so long as foreign intelligence-gathering was a "significant" purpose, 
even if criminal prosecution was the primary purpose. 

These changes met with resistance both from some segments of the public and from some 
judges. Public resistance culminated, arguably, in a nearly-successful bid to prevent renewal of 
many of these authorities when they came up for reconsideration in 2004 (the PATRIOT Act had 
included a "sunset" provision in many instances). The effort to derail or limit renewal failed, but 
it demonstrated that the privacy lobby is quite well-organized, well-funded; sophisticated, and 
politically-effective. Legislators going forward would be sensitive to the likelihood that support 
for a measure raising privacy concerns would generate significant criticism and opposition. As 
for the judiciary, the FISC initially objected to the effort to lower the criminal-intelligence wall, 
forcing the government to make the first known appeal to an obscure appellate body known as 
the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Court of Review ("FISCR"). Eventually, the FISCR 
overturned the decision of the FISC, concluding that the ''wall" bad not been required as a 
constitutional matter in the first instance (in part because criminal and foreign intelligence 
investigations are not mutually-exclusive categories) and that the PA TRI OT Act settled the 
question as a statutory matter. Notwithstanding that opinion, however, a federal district judge in 
Oregon last year reached a contrary conclusion-fmding that the Fourth Amendment does 
compel use of a "primary purpose" test such that the government cannot employ FISA 
procedures where its primary aim is prosecution-raising the prospect of the wall's reemergence 
should the opinion not be reversed on appeal. 

2. Total Information Awareness 

No episode better illustrates the perils of underestimating the political salience of privacy 
concerns than the Total Information Awareness ("TIA") debacle. In 2002, DARPA consolidated 
several research programs under the "Information Awareness Office," with the general aim of 
cultivating information technologies that would exploit datamining as a means to identify 
potential terrorists. When the public became aware of the program, it proved deeply 
controversial. To some extent, this reflected political ham-handedness: Admiral John Poindexter 
(a figure associated with unlawful executive branch national security actions thanks to his role in 
the Iran-Contra affair) ran the office, and the very seal of the office (with its all-seeing eye) had 
Orwellian connotations that played directly into the fears of privacy advocates. But the 
opposition was not merely a response to cosmetics. TIA increased awareness of a critical change 
brought about by changing technology. In the past, the limits of technology provided a de facto 
constraint on the ability of the government (or anyone else, for that matter) to exploit the vast 
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amount of info~tion about us that arises from our endless exposures to the public world-what 
some have described as practical anonymity. The existence of practical anonymity in the past 
had alleviated the need for formal legal constraints on the exploitation of such data, but database 
technology ensured that practical anonymity was decreasingly effective. The private sector 
already had made substantial inroads on practical anonymity by the post-9/11 era, of course, but 
the public by and large had not come to grips with the government's inevitable attempt to follow 
suit TIA crystallized the issue in a manner that-fairly or not-conveyed the message that the 
government was not particularly sensitive to privacy concerns. In February 2003 Congress 
responded to concerns over TIA by passing legislation suspending IAO operations pending 
further review, and then in May 2003 by defunding the IAO. 

The media have reported that at least some technologies and programs associated with 
TIA have migrated to other institutional sponsors. Even if true, however, it does not fol~ow that 
the privacy-based backlash against TIA ultimately was ineffectual. On the contrary, the backlash 
was sufficiently potent to force Congress at least to appear to denounce the effort, a step which 
tends to affirm in the public's mind the notion that the effort was indeed inappropriate. Some 
media reports suggest, moreover, that lingering elements of the program have been sustained in 
the classified budgets only upon condition that the technologies involved not be employed in 
connection with U.S. persons. The manifest lesson of the episode, in any event, is that political 
constraints associated with privacy concerns can be fatal to efforts to exploit technology for 
informational advantages-at least when handled with inadequate attention to the public's 
sensibilities on such matters. 

3. Warrantless Suneillance and PISA Reform 

The most complex-and most ambiguous-post-9/11 episode involving the interplay of 
collection, privacy, and technology concerns President Bush's decision to direct NSA to conduct 
warrantless surveillance within the U.S.-potentially in violation of FISA-and subsequent 
efforts to reform FISA's triggering conditions. A precise account of these events is beyond the 
scope of this paper. For present purposes, the following summary suffices: 

• After the 9/11' attacks, the Pres.ident directed NSA to collect international 
communications coming into or going out of the United States where one party to the 
communication was linked to al Qaeda or an affiliated terrorist organization-without 
seeking a.PISA order first. The administration reasoned that FISA either did not apply to 
wartime intelligence gathering, or in the alternative that it co~ld not constitutionally be so 
applied. Many of the· arguments in support of this viewpoint emphasized questions of 
speed and e~igency. . 
• The existence of the program was leaked to the press, prompting an array of objections 
and criticisms. Some critics focused on the privacy aspect of the issue, while others were 
more concerned with the president's implicit claim that as commander~in-chiefhe could 
in some circumstances act contrary to statutory commands. 
• Allegations that various telecommunication companies had participated in the 
warrantless surveillance program led to numerous lawsuits seeking potentially-crippling 
damage awards. This in turn led to a controversial effort in Congress to provide the 
companies with post-hoc immunity. Recent legislation granted such immunity, though 
some amount oflitigation continues at this time. · 
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• Eventually, the President announced that the surveillance program had been brought 
within the existing FISA fiamework. Precisely how this was achieved was not made clear 
at the time. But whatever agreement had been struck with the FISC initially ultimately 
broke down, prompting a rushed effort to amend FISA itself. 
• FISA has since been amended in a manner that permits the Attorney General and DNI 
jointly to authorize, for one year's time and without further FISC involvement, the 
targeting of non-U.S. persons "reasonably believed.to be outside the United States,'' so 
long as the authorization complies with ''minimization" procedures previously approved 
by the FISC (''minimization procedures" aim to reduce or eliminate incidental and 
unnecesSa.ry collection of the communications of U.S. persons, and to limit retention and 
dissemination of such communications). The reformed version of FISA also authorizes 
the AG and DNI to issue such authorization on an emergency basis when necessary (i.e., 
if the FISC has not already approved minimization procedures and there is no time to 
seek such approval). In practical terms, the most recent reforms mean that the AG and 
DNI jointly may draft minimization procedures, have them approved by the FISC for 
general use, and then issue orders directing collection at specific non-U.S. targets subject 
to those procedures but without further FISC involvement-including in circumstances 
that might otherwise have triggered FISA (e.g., a wire communication to or from the 
United States where the collection will take place in the U.S.). 
Like the other episodes discussed above, the FISA reform process-and most certainly 

the debate regarding the warrantless surveillance program-has demonstrated that Congress is 
very responsive to privacy concerns, though not to the point of being unwilling to authorize 
changes to the legaJ framework governing collection activities that tend to enhance the 
g()vemment's freedom of action. Perhaps the most important lesson to draw froin these events is 
that well-reasoned explanations of why a particular reform is warranted can succeed, though not 
without substantial opposition from those who feel the government already enjoys authorities 
that are too robust. 

* * * 
These post-9/11 vignettes did not directly implicate efforts to increase the speed of 

intelligence collection, but they nonetheless proved controversial in a manner that serves as a 
cautionary tale for efforts to reform IC capacities in order to account for the exigent information 
concern. These post-9/ l l changes proved controversial in part because they were portrayed and 
perceived as enhancing executive branch discretion to determine when and how to gather and use 
private information. Efforts to reforin IC capacities in order to respond to the demands of exigent 
infonnation are likely to involve a similar move in the direction of relative discretion on the 
executive's part, and hence we can anticipate similar concerns arising. But it may be that such 
concerns need not blossom into the full,.scale opposition seen in the case studies above. 
Technology not only motivates and makes possible speed-oriented reforms, but it may also 
generate new solutions designed to guard against misfeasance and malfeasance- thus 
ameliorating ptjvacy concerns while improving the IC's efficiency and efficacy 

PART II-IS REFORM NEEDED? FRAMING A RESEARCH AGENDA 

The events described in Part I make clear that further reform of the IC's capacities would 
provoke controversy. Some such reform may be necessary, however, in light of the strategic and 
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technological trends mentioned in the Introduction. The task at hand is to determine-with as·· 
much empirical rigor as possible-whether these trends do in fact call for reform. 

This Part aims to advance tha~ inquiry by framing a pertinent research agenda. Subpart A 
begins by specifying a series o{ general principles and insights (many derived from the events 
·described in Part I), and subpart B concludes with a series of specific questions that ought to be 
answered in the course of the investigation. · 

A. Background Principles 

•The government's ability to collect and exploit information is constrained and regulated 
by many factors beyond technological feasibility, including law, bureaucratic culture and 
practice, policy, and politics. Note that the perception oflegal constraints, even if 
inaccurate, can have a significant impact. 
• As technical constraints erode, the question arises whether these other constraints 
should be enhanced (to preserve the status quo level of protection for privacy in the face 
of increasing government capacities) or reduced (to permit the government to obtain the 
full benefit of such increased capacities). Note that some such constraints can have a self
adjusting quality, including a tendency to become more robust when other constraints 
weaken, in balloon-squeezing fashion. Some, moreover, may be resistant to intentional 
modifieation efforts. 
•The case for enhancing the !C's capacities in connection with cyberspace and related 
data-oriented media associated with the modem communications system.is strong. 
Technological change has produced: (i) a vast increase in the volume and variety of 
potentially-relevant data; (ii) a growing divergence between the speed with which data 
moves and the amount of time required by non·automated procedilreS for obtaining ex 
ante permission for acquisiti.on (whether permission is sought from judges or more senior 
officials within ari organization; and (iii) an increasing need to eng~ge in pattern-based 
and other relatively untargeted collection an<,l analysis strategies. 
•Efforts to reform the IC's capacities in older to account for these trends (i.e., the 
increasing exigency of information) nonetheless run the risk of encountering significant 
legal and political opposition, particularly in relation to privacy concerns. 
~ Privacy is a deeply-entrenched value in our politics and law, but its impact is complex. 
It providei,; benefits in that it enriches democratic self-governance-and the social fabric 
more generally-by preserving space for political dissent and for individµal self
definition. It imposes costs insofar as it leads to constraints upon the government's 
capacity to collect and exploit relevant information for appropriate purposes. 
• Where government programs that tend· to reduce privacy are handled in a manner that 
suggests a lack of concern for privacy values, it becomes far easier to characterize them 
as abusive or potentially abusive and to draw attention away from the potential benefits 
of such programs. Such opposition can be fatal as a political matter, or at least . 
debilitating. The post-9/11 era is replete with examples,_ as discussed in Part I. 
• Many commentators have observed that the current generation may have a weaker 
commitment to privacy than past generations, citing the proliferation of private 
information being displayed openly via social media and the prevalence of private-sector 
entities engaged in data-collection and aggregation activities. This may be true, but it 
does not follow that the politics of privacy have changed to· the same extent when it 
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comes to government action. A vast !iffiOunt of personal information-some of it quite 
sensitive-already finds its way into private hands as a result of technological change, 
but the public reacts differently-and more negatively-to the same or similar data 
coming into the government's possession. This reflects the strength of what we might call 
the "Big Brother'' narrative in our political culture: the view that political liberty depends 
in part on limiting the government's access to information about individuals. The phrase 
"knowledge is power" has positive connotations for some, but disturbing connotations for 
others-~ duality demonstrated by the political firestorm ignited by the Total Information 
Awareness program. 
• The political and legal debate relating to government and privacy often treats the 
tension between capacity and privacy as a zero-sum game. It is not clear, however, that it 
must be so. Technological advances do not necessarily come at the cost of privacy. They 
can also be privacy-enhancing, even while resulting in more efficient and effective IC 
capacities. Anonymous data, immµtable audit trails, and similar methods may permit the 
enhancement of post-hoc accountability mechanisms that minimize the risk of abuse or 
misuse, for example, thus making more tolerable the notion of increased collection and 
exploitation capacities on the front end. 

B. Key Questions to Be Answered 

The overarching questions raised by these background considerations are (i) whether the 
legal and political frameworks that restrain the IC's activities ought to be reformed in light of 
changing technological and strategic circumstances, and (ii) whether, if so, such reforms can be 
designed in a manner that sufficiently accounts for privacy concerns. Both inquiries depend, 
however, on obtaining well-founded answers to a host of subsidiary questions. 

1. Should the legal and political frameworks that restrain IC activities be reformed in 
light of changing technological and strategic circumstances? 

The IC once operated in a regulatory climate that developed against the backdrop of an 
analog world (or even a paper-based world). Have we already sufficiently reoriented for the 
digital era? Answering this question requires a comprehensive grasp of the legal frameworks that 
constrain IC activities, the political realities that sustain those limitations and that have their own 
direct constraining impact, and-especially-the precise details of how specific programs and 
policies operate in actual practice. More specifically, one might ask the following questions in 
the course of such an investigation: 

• Do the substantive standards imposed by the Foreign lnte~ligence Surveillance Act 
(FISA) as a precondition to obtaining a surveillance order from the Foreign Intelligence 
Surveillance Court (FISC) in some circumstances cause the IC to fail to collect important 
communications? If so, the question arises whether the substantive standard should be 
adjusted (and also whether the substantive standard can be adjusted, bearing in mind the 
possibility that a less-restrictive standard might precipitate constitutional objections under 
the Fourth Amendment). 
•Setting aside the substantive standards for obtaining a FISA order, the question also 

. arises whether the sheer logistics of obtaining a FISA order might cause the IC to fail to 
collect important communications. More specifically, one might ask whether 
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opportunities for collection are missed due simply to the difference in speed between 
events in cyberspace and the amount of time associated with the non-automated, real
world process of obtaining an order. The existing FISA regime does provide emergency 
authorization procedures, of course, with the Attorney General having the power to · 
authorize surveillance measures in certain circumstances (subject to an obligation to seek 
post-hoc approval from the FISC within 7 days). But does the time required to obtain the 
Attorney General's (or any other person's) permission nonetheless permit some 
communications to escape collection? Even if the emergency procedures work reasonably 
well in individual instances, are they sufficiently scalable? If either scenario is a problem, · 
what are the plausible remedies? · 
• Should the FISA system in any event be modified in order to automate the process of 
approving surveillance as to new targets in certain circumstances in which a FISA order 
already exists? For example, assume we have a FISA order in place in connection with a 
particular foreign target. If that target makes a new contact, should the government 
automatically have authorization to extend surveillance to that new contact's other 
communications, subject to post-hoc review and approval? 
• How well do the modifications introduced by the Protect America Act, and then by its 
successor the FISA Amendments Act, respond to these concerns?· 
•Does the existing system permit the government adequate flexibility to conduct pattem
based inquiries, as opposed to inquiries in which it has a specific individual target in 
mind? For example, does current law interfere unduly with data-aggregation and -mining 
solutions by unnecessarily forbidding them, imposing inappropriate political costs in 
order to pursue them, or simply delaying resort to such tools? 
• Do the existing rufos employ categorical distinctions that no longer make sense (or as 
much sense), such as a formal distinction between the foreign and domestic realms? 
Note, in this regard, that the current FISA regime in many respects depends upon a 
determination of the physical location of a participant in a communication-a question 
that technology makes much more difficult to answer in some cases. 
• Do the existing rules employ concepts that are technologically-contingent such that over 
time they become unmoored from their original pwpose, covering too much or too little 
ground? 
• Does the increasing difficulty of identifying the parties to a communication, letting 
alone locating them in the physical world, require reform? 
• Are there underappreciated gaps or problems involving international cooperation in the 
realm of information collection and exploitation, perhaps resulting from distinctions 
between the US approach to data privacy protection and that of other entities (especially 
but not only the EU)? 
•Are there unwarranted.gaps between the formal legal framework(s).that are meant to 
constrain the IC and the actual beliefs and practices that exist within agencies? Are there 
managerial solutions in place to periodically seek out such gaps, and to take corrective 
managerial action if so? 

2.1/ reforms are required, how should they be pursued in order to reflect a reasonable 
balance between security and privacy values? 
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Improving the efficacy and efficiency of the IC' s activities does not necessarily require 
decreased protection for privacy." . 

• The current regulatory regime often is described as involving ex ante authorization 
rather than ex post supervision and oversight Would a general shift toward the latter 
provide a Pareto-optimal solution to the tension among efficacy, efficiency, and 
preservation of privacy? 
• Can immutable audit trails and other fonns of accountability-enhancement measures 
make a switch to post-hoc oversight more attractive from a privacy perspective? 
• Can data-anonymization practic~s help to overcome privacy concerns? 
• Is the current regime too complex to permit adequate training, such that in actual 
practice a simplified model would prove less prone to mistakes or abuse even if it 
appeared on paper to provide fewer restraints? 
• What if anything should be done to police the migration of information from 
intelligence uses to other uses, such as criminal law enforcement or enforcement of the 
immigration laws? It often is tempting to justify use of a privacy-diminishing method of 
collection or data-processing by citing the special concerns of the IC, but at the same time 
one of the most prominent criticisms of the pre-9/11 era was the relative lack of 
information sharing among agencies. The desire to disseminate information widely, in 
short, is in tension with the desire to cite special justifications in order to obtain 
additional authorities. 

A concluding thought: These questions for the most part turn on empirical facts regarding 
the actual practice and implementation of status quo rules and practices, facts that are not 
available to the public and not generally available even within government. There is good reason 
for such secrecy as a general proposition, but we must not permit reflexive secrecy prevent 
vigorous investigation of the issues presented in this paper. An appropriate body can and should 
be tasked with this inquiry, and can and should be given the access necessary to form 
appropriately-grounded conclusions. 
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Intelligence Science Board 
751 S Colshire Drive McLean, VA 22 l02 

--- ---- --
January 21, 2005 

__ .:...-----

DearMri 
~--~ 

_____ .... __ _ 

---- ---

The Intelligence Science Board (ISB) is pleased to submit the enclosed 

(b)(6) 

(b)(3) 

concept paper on Trusted Information Sharing (TIS). The ISB's stud~ leading ___ _ 
up to this report has been under the direction ofl J-witlf - - (b)(3) 
considerable input of ideas received from across the Community. 

The study concludes that infonnation sharing is more than just a 
· technical problem to be solved by a single technological advance; rather. it is 
a broad field of study integrating aspects of technology, policy, organizational 
culture, and the law. Any meaningful and lasting solution will require the 
collaborative contributions of many participants from across the Government 
as well as the private sector. Toward this end, the report recommends the 
establishment of a Trusted Infonnation Sharing Institute to provide a forum 
for continued exploration of this field. · 

As a first step toward achieving the institute. thd I- ------
I . I has designated 
five DCI Post-Doctoral Research Fellowships in fiscal year 2005 to bring 
together multi-disciplinary research in trusted infonnation sharing. The ISB 
intends to take an active role in the guidance of these·fellows and their 
research. 

(b)(3) 

,-------Thr_o_u~gh_._l ____ ~-------__,.-----.-_____,I- ----(b )(3) 
I we were recently introduced toLJ 

------=====--=.=...~::...;:.;;.;JI bsonated 

with the Board's suggestions and is currently pursuing the tasks necessary to 
define a joint, not-for-profit institute for trusted information sharing. 
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We understand that the Government is making strides toward 
balancing the sharing of intelligence infonnation with the need for 
infonnation protection. The ISB will work with your office as we continue 
our exploration into the whole trnsted infonnatioil sharing field, and we 
remain available to discuss the conclusions and recommendations contained in 
this interim report. 

· Enclosure: As stated 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

'~C_'ha_i_r --~--~!- ______ -~e~~~ ~~ ~~~~ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ (b)(6) 

Vice Chair 

~' ~____,~-----
Members 

------- --- -- -- --- -- -- --- -- --- -- ------------------(b)(6) 

I I 
~-- ------ ----------(b)(6) 

~-----~--------~------------ . _,/ //(b)(6) 

neae=J----~-- -------------- -;_;;-/--.------- (b)(6) 

We would like to thank you for discussing the finding~ fr~m ICDO Study 
18 at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB),Qilarterly Meeting on 
December 11. 2007. The primary purpose ~ar,fliese events is to provide a 
fomm for Intelligence Community lead~rs lo meet with ISB members and 
share diverse perspectives on topic~ .o( mutual interest. Your discussion 
of an analyst-driven collection program to focus tracking efforts provided 
Board members with a deepet understanding of lif ecycle monitoring of 
nuclear materials. We,.appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in ways to 
address the c~~~nge; that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

, 

Moreov~ri j~ur sagacity and experience increase our awaren~s on this 
issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 

, , efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Sincerely yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days ~f this letter. 

cc: -- ---
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Chair 

Members 
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------------ -

--
------

oJ I 
The end of your three-year tenn on the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) is 
coming up, so I would like to recommend your re-appointment for another 
three-yeartenn to expire December31, 2010. 

Please let me know if this is agreeable to you. 

Many thanks for your collaboration up until no~. I trust I may look 
forward to keeping it up in the service of our country. 

All the best, 

-----------
----- --- ----

t.:nrur, Intelltgence Science Board 

cc: 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

- (b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

---------(b)(6) 
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26 October 2005 

~I---
-----------------

Washington, DC 20505 

Deatj.__ ___ __,!- -------

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum m 
on "Bfological Threats. Intelligence, and Relationships." I believe that the ideas 
we discussed will prove to be important if we are to move quickly in building new 
networks for early indicators of biological threats, improve the timeliness and 
quality of our intelligence on these issues, and work collaboratively to protect our 
nation. I hope that you found it time well spent and· that you will think of the 
individual participants and of the Intelligence Science Board as ongoing sources 
of useful ideas and helpful counsel. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America - government. non-governmental organizations. and 
private citizens alike. In our sessions ~e explored the intersection of medicine, 
technology, information, organization, and social relationships and suggested how 
collaborative relationships might operate and succeed in the protection of the 
nation and its citizens. Perhaps the most important point we raised is the 
opportunity that exists to leverage existing knowledge, networks and 
relationships. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this Forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

Chairman 
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June 15. 2006 

------:..--- -:-------- ---
---

Deae=}. 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our infulligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge. offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to·all of America-government. non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration sbould help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas. to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

(b)(6) 

(b)(f?) 

--- ------ ----- - - - -(b)(6) 
---------------
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June 15, 2006 

--- ---
---------

DemCJ------
It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights . 
made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 

. intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. I hope that you 

· found it useful and that there are ideas that prove useful to you in your 
agency. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincere! , 

--- ---(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

---------
------{b)(6) 

------------------

ice amnan 
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, , 
, 

, , , 

~ ----- ---- -
Dear -------- ---------- - ~~~:::-J------ --
The end of your three-year temi on 91e Tutelligence Science Board (ISB) is 
coming up, so I would like to ft'._COiiunend your re-appointment for another 
three-year term to expire ~~mber 31, 2010. · 

,. .. 
Please let me kn~-~)f-thls is agreeable to you. , 

Many than);s'for your collaboration up until now. 
forw~9-t6 keeping it up in the service of our country. 

I trust I may look 

(b)(6) 

/,Ali di~ best, 
- - - - - - -(b )(6) 

----------

Chair, Inte1ligence Science Board 

L---- ---------- ----~-

(b)(3) 
- - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

------
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 · 

February 6, 2008 
(b)(6) 

-------------------- ------------------
--- ---

_Jb)(6) 
- (b)(6) 

------

berul~--~~--- -- --.., -------- --------------

We would like to thank you for discussing policy perspectives on nuclear 
terrorism at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary purpose for these events is 
to provide a forum for Intelligence. Community leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your discussion of the development and implementation of U.S. counter 
terrorism strategic plans provided Board members with a deeper 
understanding of joint counterterrorism and counterproliferation policy. 
Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. · 

Our goal continues to be.to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added a new 
member from the nuclear energy field and look forward to supporting the 
National Security Council in this and any other national security issues. · 

Very truly yours, 

--------
---------

Chau, Intelllgence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050534 
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--------- (b)(6) 

- - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

--

near! l 
The end of your current three-year term on the Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) is coming up on December 31, 2008. I hope that I will have 

cember meeting to express my formal thanks to 
rvice to our country. Meanwhile, I want to 

pleasure that our collaboration has given me. 
r initiatives and good works in launching the · 
rity, chemistry, and materiiµs science. 

the opportunity at the De 
you in person for your se 
thank you for the personal 
I especially appreciate you 
Board's efforts on biosecu 

We expect to keep your cl 
any ad hoc contributions y 
foiward to many more y 

earances active for at least a year to facilitate 
ou might care to make to ISB tasks. I look 

ears of association and friendship. 

All the best, 

I 
------

-- --

Chair, Intelligence S1;ienc 
I 

eBoard 

-- --(b)(6) 

cc: I -- -- ------ ----- - - - - - - (1?)(3) 
_____ , ____ -- (b)(6) 

---------
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I f -----~ -!:_e_?~~ §._ ~QQ~ - - - - - - - - - -

~------~ 

(b)(6) 

--------------------- -- (b)(6) _________ .... __ 
--- -----~- ---

- - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

----- ----- ----- --- -----
/--------'(b)(6) 

,. ,. 

,. ,. ,. 

De~.._____________.~---- -- --- ------- ---:,.~::;,.~-- -- ----

We would like to thank you for detailing DOJ3n~tional laboratories' efforts 
~upporting lND/RDD threat characteriza,tion and mitigation at the 
Intelligence Science Board (ISB) QQarterly Meeting on December 12, 2007. 
The primary purpose for these e.Ye'nts is to provide a forum for Intelligence 
Community leaders to met:.tWilh ISB members and share diverse 
perspectives on topics ,.of mutual interest. Your overview of DOE national 
laboratory activiti~s in nuclear forensics and countering nuclear terrorism 
provided Boacd "'members with a deeper understanding of DOE' s role in 
combati9g,.iiuclear threats. Moreover, your insights and experience increase 
our ,wareness on this issue and, in tum, our ability to support the 

,. Jatelligence Community in its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Vervtrulv vours. 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

--- ----

(b)(6) 

(b)(3) 
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June 15. 2006 

Dearl I - -- ------
~----' 

-- ---------- ---------------

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on .'"I'h;e Future of Science and Technology: linplications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. You brought a completely unique 
perspective to this conversation as a global businessman. a Presidential 
advisor, and a concerned citizen. Your participation and insights made a 
real most valuable contribution. 

This.Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance.to all of America-government, non-governmental. 
O;fganizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology. information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank: you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerelv, 

{b){6) 

--- --- ------(b)(6) 
---- -----------

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050476 
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June 15, 2006 

.____ _______ ___Jr- ___________________________________ -(b )(6) 

De~---~----------------------------------------------------~b)(6) 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new pr<?cesses and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges·and opportunities. Between your experience-based 
commentary in the forum plenary and your suggestions in your breakout 
group, your participation and insights made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to turn into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerel , ------ (b)(6) ------
--- ---

--- ---

ice arrman 
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(b)(6) 

- - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
/,./'(b)(6) 

0earl f 
'---------' 

; 
; 

; 

; 

; 
; 

; 

----- ------ ;"::7'!..- -----

; 

; 
; 

; 

We would like to thank you sharing yoµrfosights on preventing nuclear 
terrorism through strengthening intelligence support to reducing the risk at 
the recent Intelligence SciencJ:.Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on 
December 11, 2007. Th<! primary purpose for these events is to provide a 
forum for thought le;)ders in the Scientific and Intelligence Communities to 
meet with ISB !,Defubers and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Y 9llf discussion of a multi-layered defense provided Board 
mem~m-with new perspectives on cooperative threat reduction, 
partitularly the role of the nuclear industry in securing nuclear materials 

; ; and technologies. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in ways to 
; address the challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

--- ---

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

I 

I 
I 

I 

(b)(6) 

----- ----(b)(3) 
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.. 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

November 17, 2008 -------- -- ---- ------~ --- (b)(6) 

--- - - - -·- - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
---------------------

neaQ 
The end of your three-year term on the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
is coming up. As you know, I have recommended your re-appointment 
for another three-year tenn, which will expire December 31, 2011. I am 
very happy to inform you that ODNI has accepted my recommendation. 

Many thanks for your contributions to the ISB over the past years. I 
very much look forward to our further collaboration in the service of our 

·country. 

All the best, 

------------- ---

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

- - - - - -(b )(6) 

- ---- -
(b){3) 

--- --- - ---(b)(6) 
----
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

' 

Chair 

IL-______ __.!- --------~_?V~~~r_ r?.._~®_8_ --
Vice Chair 

Members ------
---

near I I 
It is a great pleasure to inform you that the Membership Committee of 
the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) ha8 voted to upgrade your status 
from associate member to full member of the ISB. Your term would run 
from January 2009 through December 2011. Please let me know if this 
is agreeable to you. 

Many thanks for your contributions· so far, in particular for your 
excellent work in organizing· the December 2008 Quarterly Meeting. I 
look forward to our continuing collaboration in the service of our 
country. 

All the best, 

------ ---

·\..Ila.tr, mtewgence ~c1ence Hoara 

--- --- --- --_ .. --

(b)(6) 

-----(b)(6) 

------(b)(6) 

---- -- -- ---- (b)(3) 
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-----.-- --
(b)(6) 

--- - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

------ ------
,,/"//,.'(b)(6) 

/ neLJ--- ---------=-- --------- -----,.-,.,.,. .. /,.!'----- - -(b)(6) 

I would like to thank you for being our dinner ~peaker at the recent 
Intelligence. Science Board (ISB) Quarterly M~g on September 18, 
2007. The primary purpose for these evegts' "is to provide a forum for 
Intelligence Community leaders .to me~--with ISB members and share 
diverse perspectives on topics of m9tu81 interest. Your remarks certainly · 
provided the Board members with"a deeper understanding of the issues the 
Intelligence Community (I~Taces in achieving transfonnative change. 
We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in describing· the challenges 
that lie ahead in b9ihf;ng a truly integrated IC to· address this complex 

. problem space. ,, ,. ,. " 
"' ,. 

Ou~ goJll" bontinues to ~ to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Co~unity and the scientific community. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the organizational, policy and 

,. ,. cultural issues that the bNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

- - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

---

Chair, Intelligence Science. Board 

---------

------------ . _{b)(3) 
(b)(6) 
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12 October 2006 

------ - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
----- -----

--- --------------- -- ---
D 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005.Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and my 
letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee met on 
13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

By this letter, I would like to confinn that your term will expire as scheduled 
on 1January2007. We have instituted the practice, when MITRE holds the 
clearances of a member whose.term expires, to continue holding them for one 
year, to enable the member to wrap up ongoing ISB projects. Since MITRE 
does not hold your clearances, you will have to achieve the same effect by 
having your Sponsor pass clearances as needed. · · 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past seven years as a 
member of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its successor, the 
Intelligence Science Board. The Board and IC leadership have benefited 
from your contributions to the current Study of Globalization and 
Information Operations, the Assessment of Quantum Cryptography Program 
and from your specialized knowledge on advanced computing in support of 
numerous ISB and DSB studies. · 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

(b)(6) 

------- ---(b)(6) 
---

---

Attachment 

------------ --- - ==~(b)(3) 

-------- -- (b)(6) 
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June 15, 2006 

-~-------(b)(6) 

-----------------------------------

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michael~ Forum IV 
on '"The Future of Science and Technology: Implicatio.ns for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 

. move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights · 
made a real contribution. · 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us ~o assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joinfog us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

-----

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050558 · 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050514 

25 September 2006 

~---~----'f--------~ --------------~ ----------------(b)(6) 

. Deare=:J 

This letter is a follow on· to. our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. As you may recall, the ISB Charter 
of 26 August 2002 specifies that ''the Vice Chair and all other members of 
the ISB shall be appointed by the Director of [National] Intelligence 
(D[N]I) on recommendation of the ISB Chair," and that "members shall 
serve for a term of three years that may be extended by the D[N]I on 
recommendation of the Chair." 

After consulting wi~ ~-lrecoliiiiferi<fed-the- - - - - - - - - -(b )(3) 

partition of the twenty-four members into four groups whose terms would 
expire 1 January, beginning January 2006 through January 2009. This 
plan provided for an orderly transition based on length of tenure, including 
membership in the ISB's predecessor Advanced Technology Panel. The 
plan specified that tenns expire as follows: 

l January 2006:· 

I January 20071~~~-~---~--------~ 
1 January 2008: 

l January 2009: I~---~ 
In accordance with this plan, I would like to confirm that your term will be 
renewed for three years until 1January2010. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050514 
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I especially appreciate your forbearance during our difficult transition 
period, your unflagging willingness to participate in this demanding form 
of public service, and the contributions you have made to the U.S. 
government through your service on the ISB. 

I want to thank you for your contribution~ during the past ten years as a 
founding member of ~e Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its 
successor, the Intelligence Science Board. You have played a significant 
leadership role in the ISB through your contributions to the 2004 Study of 
Radar Applications, your leadership role in the 2003 Interference Study 
and on your current study, The Effect of Globalization on Information 
Operations. You·r leadership and technical insights have contributed over 
the years to the government's investment decisions and focused research 
programs on areas of particular technical merit. 

I am at your disposal to explore with you any concerns you may have that 
stem from my actions. · 

Sincerely yours, 

--------
- - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

l I 
Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

-------
cc: !-----------~~----_----~-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ - - - - - - - <rJf rJ) 

---
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050338 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive McLean, VA 22102 

_Dec.enibet29r2004-- ----- -
------------

------------------
'"" 

---

Dearl......._ __ __.I- -

I write to inform you about an Intelligence Science Board (ISB) study and to 
request the participation of I rs government expert 
consultant to the study. 

Recently the ISB initiated a project to review what is known about educing 
information. The study is being sponsored by the Defense Intelligence 
Agency, the Counter Intelligence Fi~ld Activity, and the Intelligence 

l:::
o::::~ovation Center. Under the direction of ISB membec=J 

~gtaeti~on1al· s r8etrvaiteewgi~ensg, smcientific literature about elicitation and 
eeting with national and international 

experts. and examining relevant training and practice. The Study on Educing 
Information is being conducted in concert with I \ 
£also an ISB member) ind the I I - ~-

We would welcome participation by especially given 
Ills expertise in resistance training effects, a key area of our interest. 

--------(b)(6) 

--- ---(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

If you have any questions about this study, r ld his staff woidd be 
glad to answer them. You may contact him~ ~-at- -
I I 

(b)(6) 

In advance, thank you for your attention and your cooperation . 

.... 

.......___I _ ___.I-----
----cct (b)(3) 
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1 ...... C.--1 -=o---..----------'~ - - - - - - - - - - - ~tJer ~ 7 ~~IX!!- -------------"----------------------------------{b){6) 

Vice Chair 

'-,-y------,1 _ ___JI- - - - - - - -
Members 

-------------------~~:~:::==~=~(b)(6) 
------

--- --- ---

, , , 

. De~ ~- - - - - :-- - -- - -- -- - - - - - ----- - - - -- -- - --,-,~~~:_- - - - ---- -(b)(6) 
, 

I would like to thank you for describing the )}/ft Commission's 
deliberations and the resulting legislation that, created the DNI at the 
recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Qu~erly Meeting on September 
18, 2007. The primary purpose for thes~,events is to provide a forum for 
Intelligence Community leaders to, meet with ISB members . and share 
diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks certainly 
provided · the Board memb.ets" with a deeper ·understanding of the 
background for the cuqetit IC structure and the need to develop an 
integrated intelligem;e, enterprise that is nimble in addressing the new 
threats. , , , " " 

, 
, , 

Our goa! ,continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
CoillJllOnity and the scientific community. We have recently added 
IJ1etllbers from the social sciences to address the organizational, policy and 

i-""cultural issues that the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

ours 
------ ---

--- ---
--- ---

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

cc: 

(b)(6) 

l'-----~------'1-----------------------" ------------{b )(3) 
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December 6, 2006 

DearD 

I write to transmit to you the ISB's report entitled The Challenge of 
the New S&T Landscape. 

This report responds to your tasking of the ISB through your memo 
to me dated June 9, 2006. 

I I the ISB's vice-chair and ISB membe~ 
I luthored the report, supported byl ~ 
I ~oth of The MITRE Corporation. 

All of us are at your disposal for any questions you might have. 

With my best personal regards, 

(b)(3) 

~------~~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (b )(6) 

Chairman, Intelligence Science Board 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050369 
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Intelligence Science Board 
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· February 6, 2008 
(b)(6) 

---

(b)(6) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(3) 

-------------(b){6) 
----------------

-------::;.r--
.. 

We would like to thank you for describing eff9rtS to organize and enhance 
IC nuclear forensics capabilities at the recent'Intelligence Science Board 

· (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on Decemb_.er12, 2007. The primary purpose for 
these events is to provide a forum fur Intelligence Community leaders to 
meet with ISB members aJ!d-share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Your remarks .provided the Board with new perspectives on the 
need for an integrated collection architectures as well as insight into the 
effects of copipartmented access on nuclear forensics. We appreciate your 
candor and enthusiasm in ways to address the challenges that lie ahead in 

.. --~~l)lbatlng nuclear threats. · 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this issue 
and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts 
to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A. special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

--- ---------

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050296 
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June 15, 2006 

D~~~I---
It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Fomm IV 
on "'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications·for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to· 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge. offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. I hope that a number of the ideas 
we raised and catalogued in our finale will be useful to you in the near 
tenn to make some real impact. · 

This Fomm was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology. infonnation, organization, and 
~ethods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new.ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this fomm a success. 

Sincerelv. 

(b)(3) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
---

---- -------

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014111/19 C06050400 
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June 15. 2006 

DeaQ--- - --

/ 
/ 

; 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security/' I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and · 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your presentation was a 
highlight of this forum and graphically demonstrated the rapid pace of 
change in new fields of study and the possibilities and challenges for the 
intelligence community. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to turn into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

---
--- ---

---

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Rel~ase: 2014/11/19 C06050531 
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June 15, 2006 

-- --
-- --

oearO----- - -- - - - - - -- -(b)(6) 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ~The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your opening remarks were 
thought provoking and "spot-on,° serving as a reference point to return to 
throughout the forum. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information. organization, and .. 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

All the best, 
- - - - - - - - - - - -(~ )(6) ----------- ---------

Vice Chairman 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050438 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, Mc~n, VA 22102 

February 13, 2008 

.. 

oeml.__ _ ___.I 
We would like to thank you for describing DOE's Office of 
Nonproliferation research and development efforts in developing 
technologies to counter nuclear terrorism at fhe Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary 
purpose for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence 
Community leader~ to meet with ISB members and share diverse 
perspectives on topics of mutual interest. Your overview of DOE 
reSearch thrusts in proliferation and nuclear detonation detection 
provided Board men:ibers with a deeper understanding of the technology 
and data fusion challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 
Mo~ver, your insights and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in 
its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

(b)(6) 

I Vecybulyyoun, f- -----~----...,....-~ --------(b)(6) 

I I '~~~~ Chair, Iritelhgence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

----- --- (b)(3) 
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June 15, 2006 

----------(b}(6) --- ' ---
--- ---

- - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
beHeve that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and · 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. I join with our forum 
participants in thanking. you for your memorable presentation on 
innovation and for raising a number of possibilities for the intelligence 
community's S&T leaders to take into account as they move forward with 
their strategy~ 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. . 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

-----------------------------·-..,--

Vice Chainnan 
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~I Chn•·~-1---
ViceChair 

February 6, 2008 - - ---
(b)(6) 

Members 

(b)(6) 

----- --------1b)(3) 

-~--//// (b)(6) --- ------
\ 

~ ---- -- ------
,, 

--- ---

, 
; , , 

We would like to thank you for detailing the ..J)Ni WMD T Steering Group 
initiative at the Intelligence Science Boa,rd'(ISB) Quarterly Meeting on 
December 12, 2007. The primary_purpase for these events is to provide a 
forum for Intelligence Commupicy leaders to meet with ISB members and 
share diverse perspectives ..on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks 
regarding the need for,b6th metrics and fusion of the intelligence streams 
provided Board l]lCDlbers with a deeper understanding of the challenges in 
both collectismS' and analysis. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in 
wa~s .. ~~ JK,tdres$ the challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

, ,MoreoV<?f, your observations and experience increase our awareness on this 
, ' issue and, in tum, our ability to· support the Intelligence Community in its 

efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. · 

Very truly yours, 

(b)(3) 

1-- .... -
l --- - - - - --- -- --~ ----- __ [,//:::: 

Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gi.ft has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this l~tter. 

cc: 
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October 18, 2007 

---- ---- ----(b)(6) 
---------- -----

_near[] 

I would like to thank you for presenting your ideas about interagency 
transformation at the recent Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on September 18, 2007. 'I:he primary purpose for these events is 
to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your remarks certainly provided the Board members with a deeper 
understanding of the iss.ues the lntelligenee Community (IC) faces in 
achieving horizontal collaboration. We ·appreciate your candor and 
enthusiasm in describing the challenges that lie ahead in building a truly 
integrated IC to address this complex problem space. 

Our goal. continues to be to pro,vide linkages between the Intelligence 
Commumty and the scientific community. We have recently. added 
.members from the social scien~s to address the organizational, policy and 
cultural issues that the DNI is addressing in the 50() Day Plan to foster IC 
colla"°ration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

All the ;Best, 

I- -
......... ---

-----

I . 1· 
Chau, lritelltgence Science Board 

cc: 

(b)(6) 

------- ----... ----- ----(b)(3) 
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Vice Chair 

I I 
---------------------------------------------(b)(6) -----------------------------

;Mn"iili£ii.======::::::'._-~ - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) --

Dear' 
L ------------ ------ ~ ------- -.- - - -------(b)(6) - r--------------

We would like to thank you for describing the DOE efforts to secure 
foreign fissile and radiologic dispersion devices at the Intelligence Science 
Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting on December 11, 2007. The primary 
purpose for these events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community 
leaders to meet with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topics 
of mutual interest. Your remarks regarding the shipping and monitoring of 
nuclear materials provided the Board members with a deeper understanding 
of security culture required to overcome these challenges. · 

Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and, in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sen~ separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

---(b)(6) 

cc:I .__ -------------'~ ---- ---- ---- ---- ----- --- --- --(b)(3) 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

------ -- ------

Dear!~ _ ___, 

The end of your three·year term on the InteUigence Science Board (ISB) 
is coming up on December 31, 2008. At the December Quarterly 
Meeting I will express my fonnal thanks to you in person for your 
service to our country, but I want to take the opportunity now to tell you 
how much I have enjoyed collaborating with you. I especially 
appreciate ypur initiatives and good works in launching the Board's 
efforts on strategic communications and creativity and your 
contributions to our September 2007 meeting on transfonnative change. 

We expect to keep your clearances active for at least a year to facilitate 
any ad hoc contributions you care to make to ISB tasks. I look forward 
to our continued association. 

All the best, 

----
-------

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

(b)(6) 

-------(b)(6). 

I 
--- --

_ _(b)(3) 
,..- ------ - .---- -:- ---

(b)(6) 
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Chair ~ __________ 9_c!~~~r_ !?·-~~~~~ ________________________________________ --------(b)(
6
) 

~--~----'- . . . - - - ~ - - - - - - - -.-(b )(6) 
Vice Chair 
~' -------'~- - --- -- - -. - - - -- - - - - - - -- - ---- -- -- - - - - -_-_-_-_-_-_- -_-_-_:_-_______ _;.:~:::: :_ _ - - n - -- - - - n(b)(6) 

Members 

I ,' 
' ' 

De~ - -·- - - -:--- -- -- - -- - - _:_ _ - - -- - -- - --- - - - - - ----~~;/~- - - - - - - - - -(b)(6) 

' 
I would like to thank you for leading us throu'gh an effective 
organizational change management strategy , b'a'sed on your own 
experiences at the recent Intelligence Scienee Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on September 18, 2007. The prim'ruy purpose for these events is 
to provide a forum for Intelligence C0tllmunity leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diverse perfoP'ectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your description of the pro¢ss for rebuilding. companies, and lessons 
learned from private indl)stiy certainly provided the Board members with 
a deeper understandjll'g of the issues the Intelligence Community (IC) 
faces in achieving-tiansformative change. We appreciate your candor and 
el)thusiasm iJI: describing the challenges that lie ahead in building a truly 
integrat~ IC to address this complex problem space. 

' ' 
9ui 'goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 

,-'community and the scientific community. We have recently added 
members from the social sciences to address the organizational, policy and 
cultural issues that the DNI is addressing in the 500 Day Plan to foster IC · 
collaboration and integration. 

Your remarks and experience added to our knowledge base as we move 
forward in support of the DNI and his transition endeavors. 

- - - - -(b )(6) --------------- ---

Chair, Intelligence c1ence Boar 

cc: '----'---------____Jf---------------------------------(b )(3) 
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ATTACHMENT A: Meeting Agenda 

· ISB Quarterly Meeting 
Achieving Transformative Change 

18-19 September 2007 

The MITRE Corporation 
1594 Colshire Drive, Room OT325 

McLean, VA22102 

Change happens. But change almost never happens in isolation, i.e., one change 
often leads to another - sqme foreseeable, some surprising. Change can happen in world 
events and organizational relationships, in governing laws and internal policies, or in 
resource priorities and public opinion. Our response to change can be reactive 
(depending on our ability to recognize and respond to changes thafoccur around us), or it 
can be proactive (identifying specific changes we want to happen and taking deliberate 
steps toward making it so). 

Some proactive organizational or business process changes may only be cosmetic 
(i.e., giving the appearance of change) or fleeting (i.e., dependent on the leaders then in 
place or on local circumstances and likely to revert when the leaders or circumstances, 
themselves, change). Transformative change implies more substantive changes in policy 
or business practices and carries with it a sense of "temporal permanence" - at least until 
there is a compelling need for the next set of changes. 

A primary purpose of intelligence is to anticipate change, recognize when it is 
happening, and alert decision~makers in time to make a difference. To perform this 
alerting mission, the Intelligence Community must continually monitor and assess the 
behavior of our adversaries (and potential adversaries) as well as evaluate its own internal 
processes and methods. Transformative change can be enabled by (or even driven by) 
scientific or technological breakthroughs and often entails a paradigm shift or a change in 
the way a need or practice is perceived and thought about. 

Of interest to the ISB is how to achieve truly transfonnative change in the business of 
intelligence, i.e .• what are the conditions necessary for meaningful and lasting change? 
At this meeting the ISB will explore both the need for transfonnative change throughout 
the Intelligence Community and the mechanisms by which transformative change is 
being implemented. Current goals for transforming intelligence missions. agencies, 
processes, and relationships will be examined along with plans for achieving those 
transformations. Earlier experiences with pursuing transfonnation will also be discussed. 
Comparisons will be drawn with transfonnative change in the private sector, and some 
academic theories of change management will be introduced. 

· A-1 
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ATTACHMENT B: Summary of ISB Meeting Discussfon 

To explore how organizations actually achieve meaningful transformation, the 
Intelligence Science Board (ISB) devoted the fall 2007 quarterly meeting to the topic 
"Achieving Transformative Change." The Board focused on how instituting enterprise
wide changes in policies, business practices, and employee attitudes can result in changes 
that stick, i.e., changes that overcome normal organizational inertia and that persist 
across leadership transitions. 

The meeting took place September 18-19, 2007 in McLean, Virginia, with invited 
participation from across the public and private sectors. We heard from current and 
former Intelligence Community leaders who described the need and current plans to 
transform the IC to address modem threats; innovators and CEOs from industry who 
have led transformations; consultants and academics who have studied transformation 
methods across a wide population; and the ISB members themselves who related their 
own experiences with transforming organizations. 

In particular, we heard about the DNI's 100- and 500-day plans for transformation; 
emerging plans for standing up IARP A; and approaches to improving analytic standards 
and practices. In addition, invited guests described such experiences as turning around 
the major retailer Sears, forming the commercial geospatial company GeoEye, and 
implementing Walt Disney's dream in a Florida orange grove, among other topics. 

The bulk of the presentations from the private sector focused on anecdotes about 
· attempts to transfonn large and mid-size ·organizations - including both successful and 
failed endeavors. Speakers identified several factors that enable of'obstruct enterprise 
transformation, but overall the presentations did not adequately address how these 
somewhat generic factors might specifically apply to the IC. 

, 
No general-purpose recipe for achieving transformation was defined, but several key 

contributing success factors were id.entified, including: 
• The primary role of charismatic, visionary, passionate, optimistic, confident, and 

authoritative (but not dictatorial) leadership; the role of organizational structure 
and process definition is secondary but supportive. 

• The strategic advantage of being prepared and waiting for the right opportunity 
to implement change - including the ability to recognize the ~nabling conditions 
as they develop and establishing a sense of urgency in the need for change. 

• The tactical advantage of separating disruptive change .organizations (pilots) from 
day-to-day operations to provide flexibility to sustain rapid change, and of visibly 
reinforcing (rewarding) desired behaviors while discouraging undesirable 
behaviors. 

• The critical importance of clearly (and repeatedly) communicating: shared core 
values, the need for change to enable those values, a concept of operations for the 
desired end-state, and specific expectations for behavioral alterations in an 
empowered and motivated workforce. 

B-1 
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Conclusions from the Meeting 

One critical end-state for intelligence that needs greater clarification is achieving 
broader and more permanent interaction with the private sector, within which will 
reside much of the deep technical expertise and understanding of foreign cultures that 
will characterize intelligence in the 21 51 century. To stay abreast of rapid developments 
in an increasingly globalized economy, the Intelligence Community must transform itself 
to move away fromjust thinking about outreach to industry and toward establishing a 
practice of inreach by industry - of facilitating public-pnvate partnerships to ensure our 
national strategic advantage. . . 

Another opportunity area to enable transformation lies in changing the business 
model from intelligence providers serving intelligence customers to a more complex 
environment of continuous provision and consumption throughout a broader 
collaborative network. Transformation to such an environment will also require 
concurrently transforming the consumers of intelligence products outside the traditional 
borders of the Intelligence Community. · 

In the quest to obtain the efficiencies of establishing common procedures and 
practices, however, the Intelligence Community must not lose sight of the central role of 
a culture of risk, encouraging imagination in recognizing the unusual, and the need to 
rapidly capitalize upon serendipity in novel ways. Recent experience with a continually 
co-adapting &dversary has shown that it is precisely those threats that we are least focused 
upon that may do us the most harm. Organizational conditions must be maintained to 
consider novel approaches and alternative points of view, while avoiding immediate 
"reflexive rejection" of any new idea. 

A repeated theme in the ISB discussions was the pivotal role of information 
systems in achieving transformation. Not only are information systems central to 
communicating and conveying the vision for the desired changes, they are also central to 
implementing the changes necessary for any modem organization. In the words of one 
participant, "We transformed an engineering company supported by information systems 
into an information company supported by engineers ... We listened to our customers and 
focused on what their information needs were, not on our own systems and what we had 
to offer.;' To paraphrase another, "The IC cannot solve toinorrow's problems using 
yesterday's (collection and analysis) techniques." 

Despite the important role of technology, talent will remain the key to the future 
success of the U.S. Intelligence Community. The hallmark of success in the 21 51 century 
will be a business model designed to unleash the latent potential of an intrinsically 
talented workforce. Such business models revolve around the concept of a network of 
communities of interacting knowledge workers operating in a knowledge-sharing 
marketplace. Whereas, in industry the goal of profitability and increased revenues is 
obvious and easy to measure, in the Intelligence Community the metrics are less clear. 
One presenter drew the analogy that: "Intelligence is for the government what finance is 
for private industry; that is, improving the timely flow of accurate and usable intelligence 
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is as central to effective decision-making in the U.S. government as improving cash flow 
and bottom-line totals is to industry." 

In the end, the ISB concluded that the primacy of achieving the mission is critical 
to defining overall success in any transformative initiative. Having strong leadership is 
important, but so is the external context of circumstances surrounding the change. There 
are times when transformation just cannot take hold; and th~ enterprise may just have to 
wait until these external conditions, themselves, change. Anticipatory changes rarely 
take hold; most transformative changes require a crisis to get everyone on board; but 
anticipating a crisis and having a plan for what changes are then ne¢ed can be critical to 
the eventual outcome. 

Implications for the Intelligence Community 

From the discussion .several implications may be drawn for possible use by the 
Intellig_ence Community. 

1. Refrain from appointing more czars and creating more overlay organizations. When 
separate organizations are duplicating efforts or, worse, when they fall into a competitive 
dynamic that inhibits sharing, it is tempting to create a higher-level office to sort things 
out and promote collaboration. It rarely works: more bureaucracy and overhead are 
created, and problems of coordination among units persist. Experience (both in 
government and in the private sector) suggests that a frontal attack on the coordination 
problem itself, although inanagetjally and politically challenging, is a preferable strate~y. 

2. Exploit emerging collaboration technologies. We are in the midst ofrevolutionary 
technology-driven changes in how people, groups, and organizations coordinate their 
activities in pursuing collective objectives in real time. Some units within the 
intelligence comrn:unity are exploiting these developments; many others are not. A 
focused and well-resourced DNI initiative to track; deploy, and develop information
sharing and collaboration technologies could significantly enhance regular intelligence 
work-and, in the process, generate transformative changes in how that work is carried 
out, both within and between agencies. 

3. Commission research on effective strategies and tactics for transformative change. 
Research conducted within the intelligence community on the following three topics 
could generate findings that are especially useful in strengthening our intelligence 
capabilities. . · 

(a) What are the major blocks to collaboration within the community, and what 
strategies and tactics have been successful in circumventing them? 

{b) What specific levers for change (that is, beyond such nostrums as "top 
management commitment") have been found to be most feasibl~ and powerful in 
improving the functioning of intelligence organizations? . 

(c) What times and occasions offer the greatest opportunities for transfonnative 
change, and when should leaders wait for more propitious circumstances before 
taking change initiatives? · 
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4. Hold line mo.na,gers responsible and accountable for the transformation of their own 
un,its. Resist any tempta~on to create an "organization development" group that would 
have responsibility for developing and implementing change programs. Such groups 
allow line managers to view change as someone else's responsibility. It must be their 
own, and they must be personally accountable for it. 

5.· Invent it here. More than a few observers have suggested that the intelligence 
community invest heavily in adapting for intelligence work the models and methods of 
business organizations. That strategy is risky for two reasons. One, businesses 
themselves rarely operate anywhere near as well as observers in government think they 
do. Two, the nature of intelligence work really is unique. Some commentators draw 
parallels between business objectives, such as competing for market share or maximizing 
profitability, and the objectives of intelligence agencies. Those parallels are forced and 
misleading. Intelligence organizations should be designed anq led in ways that explicitly 
address the specific and unique challenges and opportunities of intelligence work. 
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Additional Key Ideas from the ISB M~ting- September 2007 

Strategic Planning and the Need for Transformation 

1. Perhaps intelligence is as central to the U.S. Government i:l8 finance is to private 
organizations. Intelligence is the basis for key government decisions; it is the 
linchpin that connects national security activities. 

2. There appears to be a substantial disconnect between the IC and the broader 
scientific communities. The IC and its transformation plans must emphasize 
outreach and relationships with external organizations to avoid creating a 
transformed organization that is even further isolated. 

3. The DNI's 500-day plan as presented appears overly "top-down." Establishing 
common fundamental core values across all the competing functional and 
organizational stovepipes might improve the ability to apply solutions across the 
IC while preserving special expertise. 

4. The purpose of a strategic plan is to develop ownership in the changes needed. 
One must generate a common sense of urgency for. change; do not be afraid of not 
having a complete plan before you start. 

5. Legislation alone will not produce transformation; you must sell the ideas 
throughout the bureaucracy to convince them that changes are essential. Do not 
start making changes at the top; instead. change one manageable key area and 
then use it as an example for others. 

6. You must be able to implement and adapt quickly; the U.S. Government has a 
cumbersome infrastructure that must be updated. but our adversaries do not. Any 
consideratjon of transformation must take into account how the adversary is also 
transforming. The IC should study foreign inte11igence transformation initiatives. 

7. Do not spend too much time on just creating the vision. Reorganization per se is 
not paramount; process and a common basis for data are. Behavior will revert 
unless the right process structure is in place. To achieve lasting change. redefine 
processes first. but base the processes on principles rather than on rules to allow 
flexibility. Shared services and information technology are critical to process 
execution. The plethora of information systems throughout the enterprise should 
be consolidated into just a few. Organizational changes can follow more 
gradually. · 

Leadership and Vision 

8. The organizations that most need transformation are often the ones least likely to 
have the resources necessary to achieve it. But anything can be accomplished if a 
capable champion wants to make it succeed. 

9. Getwig people to change requires leadership, and the key is the vision expressed 
by leadership. Vision is hugely important; communicating the vision is critical, 
and must happen much faster in today's world. Usually it is one individual with a 
vision who creates a culture that lasts even after the pioneer is gone. 

10. Improved management alone cannot produce success. Changing organizational 
culture is essential. Middle managers· focus on staying on time and on budget, but 
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success depends on producing a product that people want. First you need the 
great idea; then you pursue the funding. You must not all~w the process to 
overwhelm the mission. 

The Importance of Stories in Conveying the Vision 

11. Any transformation effort must include a clear statement of what needs to change, 
why, and how you will know when you get there. Understanding the mission and 
culture of the group you lead is critically important. It is vital to support 
transfonnatlon efforts with sound theory, and that employees understand what · 
senior management really expects of them. 

12. Changing before problems arise can be very difficult. Leadership is key. and 
stories can help; evangelists are important to "keeping the cultural flame." The IC 
got out of the business of telling stories at the same time as it got out of the 
business of building knowledge (in large part because of personnel reductions in 
the 1990s). Neuroscience research confirms the importance of stories as a way to 
pass on knowledge. Stories must be readable and must flow. You need to give. 
people some time off to actually study and learn, not merely report facts. 

The Role of Customers 

13. Successful transformations require that management take into account the 
customers and their values and then harmonize the story so that it hangs together 
consistently. Focus on your customers, even though they.often cannot imagine or 
express what they might actually need; sometimes you have to challenge them. 

14. However, operators should not dictate the product - they will not go beyond what 
they normally do. In fact, the IC may need to reconsider its concept of 
"customer.'' If unchecked, the customers will drive the IC toward a focus on 
specific tactical.data and away from meeting its national security objectives. 
Customers (outside the IC) should be considered as targets for transfonnation as 
well. 

The Value of Risk and Novelty 

15. Intelligence involves taking risks and recognizing the inevitability of occasional 
failure. The IC must be willing to accept risk - and the risk of not changing can. 
often be as great as the risk of actually executing some change. Insistence on 
achieving consensus can lead to organizations that will give you only what you 
are looking for, but precisely those things that you do not focus on can do you the 
most harm. You need to account for serendipity and the unusual. 

16. A companion volume to Rob Johnston's Analytic Culture in the U.S. Intelligence 
Community should be written on the ethnography of the operational community. 
Successful transformation is all about passion, eccentricities, and attitude. It 
requires a flash of insight, a receptive audience, and people with less to defend. 
More fonnal HUMlNT is not necessarily better; more creative approaches are 
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needed. Central to successful transformation is dealing with reflexive rejection ..:. 
immediately discarding a new idea because it seems counter to business as usual. 

17. Tum-around is really a cultural revolution; it is better-and cheaper-to re
educate employees than to tenninate them. and incentives can help. You also 
must challenge your people to provide a solution even when it may be outside 
their comfort zone; you sometimes need to push them to try innovation. 
Competition is a great way to discover and learn about talent and imagination. 

It's All About Managing Talent 

18. The United States needs a centralized ODNJ. but centralization often has 
unintended consequences. Centralization tends to produce standardization and 
regimentation, but the best intelligence professionals are often somewhat unusual 
and non-confonnist. The real goal is competitive analysis, rather than just 
collaboration. You need people to argue over issues, rather than just trade data. 
The IC seeµis to be writing off its senior analysts. The young expect-mentors, and 
the IC has failed badly at mentoring. · 

19. Humans are more important than hardware. You cannot mass produce a 
competent workforce, and you cannot create a competent workforce after the fact. 
You must spend both money an<l effort to keep your competent people; they do 
not want trinkets. But you also must be able to fire people who.refuse to change. 
Being part of a winning organization is critical to morale and continued success; 
if you show pe0ple you care about them, they will follow you anywhere. 

20. Talent has become the source of differentiation among mega-institutions. 20th 
century orga.Dizational models make it difficult to mobilize intangible assets and 
increase returns from talent. The 21st century model should be designed to 
unleash the latent potential of intrinsiCally talented people. 

a. Focus on building a formal network rather than a fonnal structure. . 
b. Create a talent marketplace to enable people to move around conveniently. 
c. Establish knowledge marketplaces. 
d. Empower front-line managers with accountability and authority. 
e. Share some utilities. 
f. Embrace a much shallower structure. 
g. Standardize roles and positions and make performance evaluations role-

specific. 
h. nevelop single-enterprise governance. 
i. Rethink how strategies are·made (revisit them over time). 
j. Consider organizational design as a tool for implementing strategy. 

An Emerging Awroach 

21. Sometimes the times are just· not right for change, and you have to wait until there 
is a possibility that transformative change can take hold. Leaders should: 

a. Be prepared - have a clear shared vision and develop a coalition of leader8 
with shared values that support, the vision. 
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b. Lie in wait-don't pursue continuous change, but wait for the right 
opportUnity (a crisis), whether it is internal or external. 

c. Force the balls into the air - optionally create a crisis to disrupt "business 
as usual" while they dismantle the enterprise and start over. 

22. In pursuing transformation leaders must not do the following: 
a. Exhort. · 
b. Embrace "organizational development." 
c. Bring in "Chainsaw Dunlap" to cut everybody loose. 
d. Bring in some kids to see what they might try. . 
e. Create an overlay organization that merely adds a new layer bureaucracy. 
f. Change the culture first. 

23. The ISB (as "outsiders") might be able to help by: 
a. Defining areas where transformation is actually needed. 
b. Defining what changes, in fact, should be pursued. 
c. Describing what the IC would be like when the change was achieved. 
d. Identifying serious metrics for analytic standards. 

24. The ISB should identify some kind of CONOPS for how the IC might operate five 
years from now. This may be formed around the open (volunteer) approach, 
which may well provide a model for 21st century intelligence gathering. 

25. The IC should be preparing now for the transition to the next Administration. 
Perhaps this might include defining a non-uniformed Intelligence Service with its 
own culture, and leveraging the Center for Excellence in Education to nurture 
interest among top-quality high school students. The ISB could help explore 
some of these more novel ideas and approaches. 
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ATTACHMENT C: Thoughts on Organizational Transformation 

------

The focus of most research and writing about organizational transformation is on the 
actions taken by senior leaders. That is unsurprising since we all tend to over-attribute to 
leaders responsibility for organizational outcomes. Yet research on transformation 
suggests that the state of the external context. and the organization's relationship with 
that context. also are highly consequential for the success of such initiatives. In these 
remarks. I summarize some research-based observations about transformational 
processes. and I append a brief and selective list of potentially informative books a11d 
articles about organizational change.· 

I address three questions. One, under what conditions is transformational change 
possible? Two, when transformation is possible, what factors increase the chances that it 
will succeed? And three, what are the implications for those who initiate or lead 
transformational organizational changes? 

When Is transformational change possible? 

Let me begin with an example far removed from the world of intelligence-professional 
symphony orchestras in the fonner East Germany. What happened to those orchestras 
turns out to have some provocative implications for transformational change efforts in the 
intelligence community. · 

East German symphony orchestras historically have been state-supported and widely 
recognized for their commitment to music in the "classical" tradition. Moreover. 
symphonic music traditionally has been widely available throughout the land (in 1990, 
for example, there was one symphony orchestra for every 220,000 citizens, a higher 
density than in any other country in the world). What is informative is what happened to 
East German orchestras at two times of great societal disruption: the advent of the 
socialist state in 1945, and the collapse of that state in 1990 .. 

Shortly after the socialist regime took power in East Germany, two major policy changes 
were made. One, the resources available to orchestras no longer were contingent on their 
actions. Orchestras were partitioned into three "classes" and all orchestras in a given 
class were treated essentially the same: Orchestras could not improve their standing, nor 
was there any real risk of demotion to a lower class, Two, orchestras no longer had 
operational autonomy. All major decisions about artistic and operational matters were 
made by a central arts authority. 

When that regime collapsed in 1990, these two policies were reversed. Now an 
orchestra's actions were enormously consequential for the level of resources it could 
obtain, and each orchestra had almost unlimited autonomy to decide how to it wanted to 
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operate. This dramatic increase in both resource contingency and operational autonomy 
made it quite likely that some orchestras would find a way to prosper whereas others 

· would fail. And that is what happened. 

Orchestras' responses to the 1945 and 1990 changes in their context could not have been 
more different. In 1945, orchestras responded to the dramatic reduction in resource 
contingency and operational autonomy by more tightly embracing their long-standing 
traditions. "Tradition is all we have left," one local manager concluded, "so we must do 
what we can to affirm it." One way that was done was in choice of repertoire. Central 
authorities had mandated that henceforth East German orchestras would emphasize in 
their programming works by contemporary composers from socialist states. Analysis of 
concert programs, however, showed that only 8 percent of the works performed by East 
Germany orchestras were by composers born in the twentieth century, compared to 20. 
percent for West Germany, 24 percent for the United Kingdom, and 32 percent for the . 
United States. In this case, a politically imposed cultural system generated behavior 
opposite to that which was sought-a phenomenon not unknown in the recent history of 
some intelligence organizations. 

The early 1990s, by contrast, generated an enormous number of transformational 
initiatives among East German orchestras. Now, for the first time in decades, orchestras 
could take initiatives to secure external resources and, because of the chaos of 
reunification, they had nearly complete control over local operations. The result was a 
rapid and striking sorting of orchestras: Many high-standing orchestras became 
increasingly strong, whereas numerous weaker orchestras entered into a downward spiral 
from which they never recovered; 

·When both resource contingency and local autonomy are high, transformational change is 
at least a possibility. When they are quite low, as was the case for East German 
orchestras in 1945, it is nearly impossible. Under such circumstances, transformation
minded leaders must either (a) take political action to alter the environment in which they 
operate before launching change initiatives, or (b) wait for the environment itself to 
change, which eventually it will, and in the meantime do whatever they can to keep their 
organizations alive. 1 . 

What Affects the Success of Transformational Change Initiatives? 

When transformational change is at least possible, whatconditions affect the likelihood 
that it actually will succeed? Exactly that question is addressed in numerous 
management books and articles, some of which are included in the appendix to these 

1 The worst case of all is when resource contingency is high but operational autonomy is low. That is, the 
fate of an organization depends greatly on what it doe5-:"'"but leaders have little latitude to make the changes 
that could make a difference. In these circumstances, ecological dynamics dominate in determining which 
organizations will survive and which ones will not. For a more complete analysis of when transformational 
change is possible, as well as details about the experience of East German orchestras, see Allmendinger and 
Hackman (1996). 
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notes. Here, I single out two conditions that appear to be especially potent in 
distinguishing transformational changes that "take" from those that do not. 

1. The degree to which senior change leaders are both competent and embedded in 
external networks of relevant others. Bec~use transfonnational change always requires 
juggling the often-conflicting interests of multiple stakeholders, extraordinary managerial 
competence is a must. And because transformational change always requires cooperation 
and support from external entities, change leaders must be well-linked to outsiders who 
can provide what is needed. 

All the East German orchestras that successfully transformed themselves in the early 
1990s, for example, had managers and music directors who were both competent and 
deeply embedded in relevant international networks. Those orchestras that floundered in 
this period tended to have marginally competent local leaders who were not well
connected in the symphony orchestra world. This is not just about symphony·orchestras: 
Having competent, network-embedded leaders also is critical to the success of 
transformational changes in other types of organizations. 

2. The prior strength of the organization. Even competent leader initiatives help only 
when the organization is already relatively strong. When the organization is weak. leader 
initiatives may be ignored or coded as mere rhetoric and not taken seriously. 
Alternatively (and even worse) is When the leader is viewed by organization members as 
a savior who personally will fix everything. When that does not happen, as it cannot, 
organization members may take things into their own hands in hopes of accomplishing 
what their savior could not. 

To illustrate. consider a failing small business. After it becomes clear that the owner is 
unable to tum things around, rank-and-file members sometimes buy the owner out and 
convert the enterprise into a worker co-op. It. al.rµost never works. The track record of 
employee takeovers of troubled large businesses is just as dismal. Whether you are 
talking abou~ a local hardware store or United Airlines, giving employees a significant 

. ownership stake, by itself, rarely generates substantial and enduring improvements in 
organizational viability. 

This phenomenon also was seen in East Gennan orchestras. Almost none of the 
orchestras that were relatively weak when the socialist regime collapsed were able to 
reverse course. And they, like orchestras elsewhere that come to the brink of bankruptcy, 
tended to do even worse when the players took over. Players are great musicians, but 
they are no better as managers than most professors are as deans. 

It is a perverse state of affairs. When transformational changes are needed, already
strong organizations whose leaders are competent and well-connected have a reasonable 
chance of becoming even stronger. Weak organizations, however, the ones most in need 
of transformational change, rarely are able to command and deploy wisely the resources 
needed for successful change. And under conditions of hyperturbulence, when the 
environment is changing hoth rapidly and unpredictably, this incapacity can b~ fatal. 
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What's a Leader to Do? 

This is going to seem too simpl~ to be credible, but my sifting of the literature on 
organizational transformation surfaced just three imperatives for change-minded leaders.· 
Each of the three imperatives focuses mainly on creating conditions that increase the 
likelihood of meaningful change. None is about specific change programs or techniques. 

· If change-friendly conditions are in place, then there are many different ways to move 
forward competently. But if they are not, even superb execution will make little 
difference. 

1. The first imperative is from the Boy Scouts: Be prepared. When a usually-closed 
door opens, one must be ready to walk through it without delay. The doors of 
organizational change do open on occasion, but they may not stay that way very long. 
Therefore, those who aspire to transformational change must prepare both themselves and 
their organizations to initiate action swiftly and competently when the time is right. 

Personal preparation involves study, to be sure-thinking, reading, visiting other 
organizations, and doing other things that enrich one's perspective on the organization 
and its socio-political context. It also involves imaginative work-envisioning the shape 
and dynamics of the transformed organization. And it involves persuasion-sharing 
widely one's vision for change; and creating a shared sense of urgency about the 
transformation process. And, finally, it involves political action-building a coalition of 
people who are prepared to supp<;>rt the leader's vision for change, and taking initiatives 
·to align the interests of powerful and· potentially skeptical stakeholders whose 
cooperation will be needed. 

Organizational preparations for change must also be made. As we have seen, 
transformational initiatives have a much higher probability of success for already-strong 

. organizations whose leaders are both competent and active in relevant external netwodcs. 
Organizational preparation, therefore, almost always involves significant changes in both 
staffing and systems-getting the right people on board and· in the right roles, 
encouraging them to forge links with others, both inside and outside the organization, . 
who can provide ideas aboufand support for the anticipated changes, and bringing basic 
operating systems and technologies up to an at least minimally acceptable standard. 

When change leaders have done their preparatory work well, the organization and its 
people will be ready to engage with the changes when they come, rather than be thrown 
into disarray by yet another set of unexpected and unwanted perturbations. One does not 
set out on a planned sailing trip without preparation. Instead, one makes sure that the 
boat is ready, the crew is ready, and the intended course and destination are understood 
by all. And then, when the time is right, one can say, "O.K., we can go now" and get 
underway without delay. · 

2. The second imperative is to lie in wait. All systems move back and forth between 
periods of relative stability and periods of turbulence, and it is during the turbulent times 
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that transformational changes occur. Such changes almost never occur gradually and 
continuously, with each small step followed by yet another small forward step. Instead, 
an extended period when nothing much seems to be happening is followed by a period of 
rapid and multidimensional change, and then by yet another period during wldch no 
visible changes are occurring. This pattern is called "punctuated equilibrium" and it 
characterizes the evolution of species, human development, adult learning-and 
organizational change. 

Wise leaders recognize that change initiatives during periods of equilibrium almost 
always require so many compromises and concessions that they have little chance of 
making much of a difference. They also know that during turbulent times major 
interventions have a greater chance of success and that even small changes may yield 
disproportionately large effects. So they watch and wait for the times of punctuation. 

Transfonnation-minded leaders can be reassured by the fact that it rarely is a long wait 
for something to happen that destabilizes the system and, thereby, offers an opening for 
change. Sometimes turbulence is predictable, as when a new administration replaces 
large numbers of senior officials, or when a disruptive technology is about to be 
introduced. Other times it is not so predictable, as when the organization enters into an 
unanticipated period of rapid growth or belt-tightening, or when a dramatic exogenous 
event renders standard operating policies and practices irrelevant. All of these offer 
opportunities for change: The balls go up in the air, and the prepared leader brings them 
back down in a fundamentally different-and hopefully better-configuration. 

Waiting is hard. One feels as if nothing is happening and, worse, that no one is doing 
anything constructive to stem organizational deterioration. Anxious leaders initiate 
change too soon and usually fail to achieve their aspirations. Change-savvy·leaders wait 
for the right time. 

3. The last imperative is to kick the balls into the air. It is addressed to those leaders 
who are unwilling or unable to wait, who feel they must make their move now. These 
leaders personally manufacture a bit of chaos in hopes of creating just enough instability 
to give change a chance. 

Political revolutionaries regularly adopt this strategy to accelerate the fall of a regime 
they view as uridesirable. Organizational leaders would never condone subversion or the 
promotion of violence to bring their enterprises to a state of readiness for change, of 
course. But they do the managerial equivalent when they take actions that cannot be 
ignored and that make it literally impossible for the system to continue on its present 
path. 

Examples abound. One senior manager eliminated a significant number of jobs and then 
allowed incumbents to apply for newly defined roles in a reconfigured organization. The 
senior leadership team at another organization, after a series of frustrating and failed 
attempts at transformational change, started a "skunk works" far from headquarters and 
gave it virtually unlimited autonomy and resources. The existing operation struggled and 
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atrophied even as the new unit prospered and grew. Over time; these leaders 
accomplished. a transformational change without ever having announced that one was 
underway. In another organization, the chief executive imposed a substantial across-the
board budget cut. Although purportedly done to achieve cost savings, the more important 
function of the cut was to force everyone to rethink how they did their business. An 
extreme version of this strategy was used by a private sector management team that chose 
to ~eliberately increase the fmn's debt burden, and used the proceeds to pay a substantial 
dividend to shareholders. That action, which was taken when the fmn's financial 
performance was fully satisfactory, forced managers to find ways to improve internal 
control mechanisms that they almost c~rtainly would not otherwise.have considered. 

Draconian change strategies such as these make ·it literally impossible for a system to 
continue operating in its traditional ways. Because they introduce turbulence that cannot 
be ignored or waited out, they offer wide-open opportunities for constructive change. 
But as many political and organizational revolutionaries have learned the hard way, such 

. strategies by no means guarantee that transformational changes will turn out to be good 
for the organization, for its people, for those it serves, or for the leaders who fomented 
the revolution. People get hurt In revolutions, even those who lead them, and even when 
they are successful. 

What Not to Do 

The three imperatives just sketched-be prepared, lie in wait, and (perhaps) kick the balls 
into the air-derive from my reading of the research evidence about leadership actions 
that foster transformative change. Here, for balance and in a light-hearted spirit, is a 
short list of what actually is done in many change initiatives, actions leaders sometimes 
take that are guaranteed not to have their intended effects. 

· L Issue exhortations to change in hopes that people will hear, understand, and act in 
accord with them. You can get two out of three on this one: They will hear and they will 
understand. But you w~ll not observe many differences in actual behavior. Alternatively, 
engage a Famous Speaker (a distinguished scholar, perhaps, or a retired senior 
government official) to give a speech laying out an exciting vision of what your 
organization could become. Same outcome. Mere exhortation does not create change. 

2. Launch a change program that 'involves extensive use of flipcharts, subgroups, 
timelines, and perhaps even project management software. There are lots of consultants 
out there who will design and execute an "organization development" change program 
for you. In its early stages. the program is sure to generate flurries of activity and 
interest. But then the sharp edges of participants' ideas will be sanded off as discussions 
go on and on, and eventually the program will wind down leaving behind many sheets of 
newsprint but few meaningful changes. 

3. Bring in the chainsaw~ Hire someone who is well-known for slashing through 
bureaucracies, taldng no prisoners, and salvaging failing organizations. Ideally, this 
should be someone w.ho has been.profiled in a national magazine so organization 
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inembers will know what they're in for. Once the chainsaw has arrived, the fun begins: 
The more venturesome members of the organization find covert ways to undermine or 
counter the new boss's initiatives, while their more timid colleagues find places to hide 
until the chainsaw is gone. Which, sooner rather than later, he or she will be. 

4. Send people off on benchmarking trips, sponsor outdoor team-building experiences, 
and spawn lots of focus groups. These are fun. They can be wonderfully engaging 
alt~rnatives to the hard work of creating real organizational change. 

5. Bring in a large number of fresh faces, and rely mainly on them to inject new ways of 
operating into the old system. New arrivals really do have new perspectives and ideas, 
especially those who come directly from school or from wholly different kinds of 
organizations. They also have a strong need to learn the ropes so they can be comfortable 
and productive in their new work setting. The veterans are.more than happy to help the 
newcomers learn "how things work around here," because that will make life easier for 
everyone. The result: Standard routines are not disrupted, everyone is reasonably 
comfortable, and no transformative changes occur; 

6. Create an overlay organization. Sometimes separate organizations that are supposed 
to be working cooperatively to achieve a larger purpose ignore, duplicate, or undermine ... 
each other. So they are herded together under the same organizational tent. A new level 
of management is created to run the overlay organization and to smooth inter
organization relati~nships. You know what happens next. 

7. Engage the services of a consulting firm that promises to "change the culture" of your 
organization. But organizational culture is more an effect than a cause. It emerges from 
how the work is designed and managed. To try to change the culture without first (or at 
least simultaneously) changing how the organizatioi:i operates is an exercise in futility. 

Conclusion 

This commentary reflects my idiosyncratic views about what it takes to transform an 
organization. Although it is true that I have been around the organizational block a few 
times, I do not study transformational change. And I'm betting that many of those who 
do would find what I have said here naive and, perhaps, heretical. 

But I stand by my main points, as· conservative about organizational transformation as 
they are. For one thing, transformative change sometimes is simply not possible. 
Organizations whose resources and operations are mainly determined by others, for 
example, are poor candidates for locally initiated change. And even when the possibility 
of such change exists, attempts to transform the organization are unlikely to succeed 
unless it already is reasonably strong and has leaders who are competent and well
embedded in relevant external networks. In such circmp.stances, change-minded leaders 
would be well-advised to defer launching their initiatives until they have first created the 
conditions that increase the likelihood of success. · 
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Even when prospects for transfonnative change are reasonably good, success depends 
heavily on the amount and quality of the preparatory work leaders accomplish, on the 
proper timing of change initiatives, and on the degree to which leaders have either 
created a shared sense of urgency for change or have taken actions that make it 
impossible for the organization to continue to operate as it traditionally has. 

What is a leader to do if there is no real prospect of creating favorable conditions for 
change? When this is the case, it niay be worth considering what happened to German 
and Japanese steel plants after World War II. Because the old plants had been destroyed, 
there was no option other than to start over from the beginning. The same strategy may 
have merit for organizations for which the conditions for transformational change cannot 
be met: Kill them off aitd literally start over afresh. As painful as that can be, my guess 
is this most-draconian-of-all strategy is more likely to tum out well for those the 
organization serves than what typically results from timid or misdirected change 
initiatives that nibble at the periphery of the organization's mission rather than strike 
boldly at its core. 
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multilevel investigation of contextual and personal influences.on employees' 
commitment to change. Journal of Applied Psychology, 92, 942-951. How 
individual and contextual attributes interactively shape commitment to 
organizational changes. 

Kelman, S. (2006). Unleashing change. Washington, DC: Brookings Institution Press. 
The author's findings about the conditions that promote change in public sector 
organizations. 

Kotter, J.P. (1996). Leading change. Boston: Harvard Business School Press. This is 
the classic (and best-selling) practitioner-oriented book on organizational change. 
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Kotter, J.P., & Cohen, D.S. (2002). The heart of change. Boston: Harvard Business 
School Press. A nice supplement to the Leading Change book that gives detailed 
accounts of transformational change initiatives from the perspective of those who 
launched them. 

Luecke, R. (2003). Managing change and transition. Boston: Harvard Business School 
Press. A practitioner-oriented review and assessment of the major strategies for 
organizational change. 

Miller, D., & Friesen, P.H. (1984). Organizations: A quantum view. Englewood Cliffs, 
NJ: Prentice-Hall. See especially Chapter 8 on "Quantum structural change in 
organizations." A scholarly book with pr()vocative action implications. 

. . 
Nadler, D. A., Shaw, R. B., & Walton, A. E. (1995). Discontinuous change: Leading 

organiwtional transformation. San Francisco: Jossey Bass. Presents a diagnostic 
framework for leading organizations through periods of radical change, and 
illustrates with accounts from the authors' consulting clients. 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

January IS, 2009 

-------------

Enclosed is a summary document highlighting what we consider a topic of 
fundamental importance to the Intelligence Community (IC): the need for new 
practices to balance the equally vital imperatives of national security and civil 
li~!!ies. Many laws and practices that govern intelligence gathering have 
become aliacbronistic in tbeQlst century, where infonnation travels through 
f;:yberspace at almost the speed oflight, or resides in databm;iks su5ceptib1e to 
aitack. or exploitation by our nation's foes. We believe that both privacy and 
national security_ would be bett~r served by, legal and procedural structures 
aimed at prohibiting misuse of infonnation rather than restricting acquisition 
of inf onnation, as the Foreign Intelligence Surveillance Act (FISA) does 
today. Equally important, these new structures must enable the IC to capture 
intelligence at 21st century speeds - impossible under a FISA process 
designed to guide 20th century "wiretapping." 

While the necessary changes would require action by all branches of the U.S. 
government, these linked i~sues are silfficiently urgent that the IC should take 
steps now to initiate a national dialogue regarding both goals and possible 
approaches. Therefore, we respectfully request that you bring this document to 
the attention of the presidential transition team and the incoming Director of 
National Intelligence. We, and other members of the Intelligence Science 
Board, will gladly provide further infonnation or assistance in crafting 
specific proposals to launch productive discussions in this complex and 
challenging area. 

Th~ you very much for your consideration. 

Best personal regards, 

----

tr Vice Chair 
I 

Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

Enclosure 

(b)(6) 

- - - -- -- - -(b)(3) 

(b)(3) 

---(b)(6) 

cc: - - - - -- - - -(b){3) 
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Bringing Intelligence up to Cyber Speed 

The United States must seek to acquire and apply intelligence speedily and effectively 
enough in cyberspace to better inform decisions and ensuing actions at the tactical, 
operational, and strategic levels. Technology, policy, and politics all play key roles in 
enabling or disabling both the intelligence activities needed to identify and counter 
foreign and domestic threats to the nation and the concomitant means for protecting the 
privacy of U.S. persons. Both the threats and the protective means rely to various extents 
on information moving at lightning speeds within the global cyberspace or hiding in 
increasingly vast data repositories. 

The very public debate in 2008 over granting immunity to telecommunications carriers 
for their roles in government intelligence-gathering processes highlighted the 
unavoidable necessity of tradeoffs between security and privacy. The United States must 
balance concern for national security- as embodied, for example, in the Constitutional 
authority of the president as commander in chief- against concern for protecting U.S. 
persons from unchecked U.S. government power - as sp~lled out, for example, in the 
Fourth Amendment's prohibition of"unreasonable searches and seizures" and its 
prescription that ''no warrants shall issue but upon probable cause." Thus, the nation must 
both protect the privacy of U.S. persons who use cyberspace facilities against violations 
of their Fourth Amendment rights and at the same time allow reasonable and timely 
intelligence gathering by the U.S. government. 

. One important but not unique index of the present balance between these sometimes 
incompatible concerns is the Foreign Intelligence Swveillance Act (FISA). Many believe 
that the FISA balance adequately accounts for the erosion of the boundaries between the 
foreign and the domestic within the global cyberspace. However, the undersigned believe 
that, in practice, the well-intentioned FISA processes actually take place at the scope and 
speed of retail paper-shuffling in the Industrial Age. Meanwhile, thanks to. the 21st 
century Internet and similar technologies, wholesale quantities of data potentially 
valuable for intelligence purposes will have flashed by at nearly the speed of light. If U.S. 
intelligence fai1s to capture these data constellations in transit, they either vanish into the 
ether forever or else get buried in public and private databanks. These databanks, of ever
expanding scale and scope, have become the targets of the arcane offensive measures and 
defensive countermeaSuI'es characterizing.21 51 century cyber warfare- the current mother 
of all "wiretapping." Compounding the difficulty of capturing these sources is the need to 
reduce the probability of analytic error by ensuring adequate correlation of multiple 
observable phenomena. 

The United States must therefore work out a fresh balance between our equally cherished 
imperatives of national security and of civil liberties - concepts that are themselves 
evolving in response to evolving technology, policy, and politics. The real challenge in 
doing so is to increase and apply the nation's understanding of these rapidly evolving 21st 

. century capabilities and concepts. In the contemporary environment, it seems imperative 
to generate and evaluate alternative practices that emphasize prohibiting the misuse of 
information rather than limiting its acquisition. Such alternatives might prove more 

2 
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effective than present practices in both safeguarding civil liberties and improving 
intelligence collection and analysis. As the U.S. Supreme Court has reminded us 
repeatedly,."the Constitution is not a suicide pact." 

Chainnan 
Intelligence Science Board 

3 .. 

tee amnan 
Intelligence Science Board 
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November 14, 2005 

~~~~~~~~~1------------------------------------(b)(S) 

Attached is an Interim Report from the Intelligence Science Board Study 
on Educing Information (El). Given the intensity of current discussion and 
debate about interrogation, I thought it timely to provide this report to you. 

The Study on EI has been examining the current state of scientific 
knowledge regarding interrogation and learning about IC training in areas 
involving educing information. We are looking to the future, with the goal 
of aiding the IC to develop and utilize the 'best possible knowledge in this 
important area. The Study on El is not conducing a policy or legal 
analysis. Nor do we plan on making legal or policy recommendations. 

The Interim Report describes the study, presents the major findings from 
Phase I, and recommends that the DNI appoint a senior mission manager 
with requisite authority, responsibility, and accountability for developi~g a 
centralized Intelligence Community capability for educing information. 

We anti~ipate that the full Phase I Report will be available early in 2006. 

Please feel free to forward this report to the DNI for his consideration. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

1----------------------------------(b)(S) 

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 

Attachment 
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Vice Chair 

(U//FOoo) In response to your tasking, the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
,...M._e_mhe_rs ________ _, is· pleased to provide you with this report on the impact of globalization on · 

foreign information operations. 1.:1?e studv was conducted f y an ad hoc ISB · 
task force under the leadership of I .__ ______ ___, 

(U/~ As the report explains, the ISB is concerned with the shrinking · 
disparity between the ability of the world to mount cyber-based infonnation 
operations against the United States and the ability ofour nation to defend 
against such attacks. Contributing to thi~ situation are the globalizatfon of 
infonnation technology - the unstoppable sharing of basic IT .knowledge and 
manufacturing worldwide - and the uncontrollable.global proliferation of the 
tools and techniques of offensive infonnation operations. 

(U//FtRJ:~>) The threat to our nation from infonnation operations targets not 
only our national security systems but also our critical infrastructure and the 
systems supporting basic commerce and our modem way of life. Cyber-based 
attacks, alone or in concert with other fofm.s of attack, have the potential to 
create massive societal disruption, undennine public confidence, or even 
render temporarily impotent our military's ability to respond with precision 
and with alacrity. 

(U//FC>llf)) The ISB urges the Director of National Intelligence, and the 
Intelligence Community at large, to improve the rigor of all our cyber defenses, 
to improve methods of collecting, assessing, and sharing information about the 
threat of information operations against our national security systems and our 
critical infrastructure, and to institute processes whereby the Federal 
Government can more effectively engage the private sector in monitoring and 
defending against information attacks· and the exploitation of automated 
infonnation. 

(U//F~ The ISB appreciates the broad support of the Community in the 
conduct of this study and offers its continued support to you, the Director, and 
the entire Intelligence Community as you consider the recommendations of 
this report. · · 

[Vecv !mlv "°''" 

.__I ---~I Chait 
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June 15, 2006 

--- --- ---------{b)(6) 
----.. -----------

------ -----

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your opening remarks were 
thought provoking and "spot-on," getting us started on stjmulating 
conversation. Throughout the forum, your experience and sage guidance 
were of major value in informing the conversation. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
·community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

{b)(6) 

_ - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) I 
I 

Sincerely, 

--------------- ----

\1 
~~~~~~~~~~~~-
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May26, 2006 

--------- ---

Dearj~--~ 

Many thanks for taking the trouble to meet with the people at 
Headquarters fast Tuesday. 'I greatly appreciate this further 
contribution of your time and your thought. 

Very truly yours, 

--- ------(b)(6) 

.___ _________ ____,f- ------------------------~~li~l 

Chair 

. cc:,,____ __ !-------------------------- -:-------(b)(3) 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7Sl5 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

October 1, 2008 ----------------------------------- --------(b)(6) 

----
--

neaie===J----------- -- --~----- -- --- --

The Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Charter specifies tlu~.t the Vice 
Chair and all other members of the ISB shall be appointed by the 
Director of National Intelligence (DNI) on recommendation of the ISB 
Chair. 

On 18 July 2008 I convened a subcommittee of the ISB to identify 
candidates for ISB membership, as well as current members whose 
terms should expire. I phaired the subcommittee, which 
consisted o~ p:tnd me. The 
subcommittee identified several areas of expertise as being especially 
important to maintaining and strengthening the ISB's multi-disciplinary 
makeup and selected outstanding candidates in each discipline. The 
subcommittee then conducted interviews with these individuals and 
peers in their respective fields to ascertain the candidates' suitability and 

· their willingness to serve. 

Acting on the results of this vetting process, I recommend the following 
individuals for'ISB membership: 

Full Membership 

I 
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Associate Membership 
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D--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
(b)(3) 

Also acting on the deliberations of the subcommittee, I recommend that 
the memberships of.___-r---~------~------.~___, 

expire in January 2009 as ·scheduled. The number of 
'-----------' 

departures is based on the assumption that several of the recommended 
candidates will be approved, cleared, and serving by January 2009. 

Additionally, based on the subcomniittee's review, I recommend that 
memberships for andJ ~e 
extended for another three-year term, which would expire on 1 January 

. 2012 .. 

Finally, I recommend tha~ !currently an associate 
member, be granted full membership, with a term to expire on 1 January 
2012. 

Terms for the remaining members are scheduled to expire as follows: 

1 January 2010:1 

JI J \ 

1 January 2011: I I ~-------~ 

4 
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As you know, the ISB Charter stipulates that I serve as Chair at the 
pleasure of the DNI. I have offered t: res:· : ·:henever a new DNT 
takes office." lrecommend t!tatj ~- __ _ t------(b)(3) 

continue..,.....,,.as::-<r71~c=e_,_=atr=·~.~~~~~~~~ 

Should you wish, we would be glad to detail the ,rationales for our 
recommendations and to address any other questions that you might 
have. 

-----

Chairman 

cc: 

----- - --(b)(6) 

I 
!-----__ -_-=---- (b)(3) 
---

5 
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25 September 2006 

- - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

--- --- --- ---

DearQ: 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. As you may recall, the ISB Charter 
of 26 August 2002 specifies that ''the Vice Chair and all other members of 
the ISB shall be appointed by the Director of [National] Intelligence 
(D[N]I) on recommendation of the ISB Chair," and that "members shall 
serve for a tenn of three years that may be extended by the D[N]I on 
recommendation of the Chair." 

After consulting wi~ ~recoilmiendecf the- ---------(b )(3) 

partition of the twenty-four members into four groups whose tenns would 
expire 1 January, beginning January 2006 through January 2009. This 
plan provided for an orderly transition based on length of tenure, including 
membership in the ISB's predecessor Advanced Technology Panel. The 
plan specified that terms expire as follows: 

1January2006: 

1January2007:.____I ...------,.-----~----I 
1January2008: 

1 January 2009: .__I --~ 

In accordance with this plan, I would like to confirm that your term will 
expire as scheduled on 1January2007. I.would like to offer you 
"emeritus" status so that the ISB may continue to call on you for special 
projects. You will always be invited to attend our Quarterly Meetings. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050409 
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lespecially appreciate your forbearance.during our diffic.nlt transition 
period, your unflagging willingness to participate in this demanding form 
of public service, and the contributions you have made to the U.S. 
government through your service on the ISB,. 

I want to th~ you for your contributions during the past nine·years as a 
founding member of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its 
successor, the Intelligence Science Board. Your team's study of the 
Quantum Cryptography Research Program at the Advanced Research and 
Development Activity (now the Disruptive Technology Office) is often 
cited as a high poin~ in ISB collaborative projects. Your leadership and 
technical insight contributed to the decision to continue the 
government's investments in this technology area and focused research 
programs on areas of particular technical merit. The "big ideas" that you 
have contributed over the years, such as your paper on the formation of 
Intelligence DARPA, your link analysis proposal and your recent thoughts 
on technology to resolve IC collaboration barrjers have stimulated lively 
discussions at ISB meetings with senior IC policy-makers. 

I am at your disposal to explore with you any concerns you may have that 
stem from my actions. 

Sincerely yours, 

--- ---. 
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12 October 2006 

---------------------------------

-----------

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee 
met on 13 September toadvise me on membership transitions. 

I trust you are willing to extend your term on the ISB for three more years 
until 1January2010. 

---

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past three years, not 
only to the needs of the analytical cadre in the IC, but for your suggestions 
of ways to improve programs and human talent across the IC disciplines. 
Your "Study on Analytic Team Effectiveness" is one of the most popular 
ISB publications and continues to be cited as an important benchmark for 
improving collaboration across the IC. I appreciate your efforts to mentor 
new ISB members as they assimilate to this environment. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

Sincere! ours, 

- - -(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

-----
-- --------(b)(6) 

---- ---

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment 

--- ------ --- ---(b)(3) 

---- ---- ----- - - -- - -- -(b)(6) 
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~____,f-
ViceChair 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive. McLean. VA 22102 

-------
(b)(6) 

---- -- - - -- - -- - - - -(b)(6) 
------------------

. DearCJ-- --

The end of your three-year term on the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
is coming up on December 31, 2008. At the December meeting I will 
express my fonnal thanks to you in person for your service to our 
country. Meanwhile, I want to take this opportunity to thank you for the 
personal pleasure that our collaboration has given me. I especially 
appreciate contributions the Board's efforts in cybersecurity and 
computer science 

We expect to keep your clearances active for at least a year to facilitate 
any ad hoc contributions you care to make to ISB tasks. I look forward 
to our continued association in the years ahead~ · 

. All the best, 

Chair, Intelligence Science BQard 
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July 31, 2008 

------------ (b)(6) 
------------------

DearJ.___ __ ___.~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

May I ask your assistance in delivering thank you letters and 

conies of the "Educir-~ ~~~~~~~~·~ ~~~~ _t~ -~u_r_<:_~_l!~a$~~~ }!_I ________ - - - - -(b )(
6

) 

I tri"oo to mail the enclosed letter and book tq I 
of I Using UPS but UPS was not able to deliver them to the 
address I had. The letter and book sent t~ jis likewise being 
returned to us, and we will forward it to you once we get it back. 

We are grateful for the assistance provided to us by seniorl I 
anq ~s and hope to be able to be in contact with them 
in the future. 

Thank you very much for your help. 

Sincerely, 

---

Chairman, ISB Study on Educmg · ormation 
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Members 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean. VA 22102 

Febru~ !J.! ~~~- __ (b)(6) 

---~------- -------- (b)(6) 

- - - - -- --- ~-(b)(3) 
----- ----------(b){6) 

---

near Mr.D---

---

,. ,. 
,. ,. 

---

,. 
,. ,. 

We would like .to thank you for addressipg th~ threat perspective on 
nuclear terrorism during the Intelli~~nce Science Board (ISB) Quarterly 
Meeting on DecemberJ l, 200?~ ,.The primary purpose for these events is 
to provide a forum for Int~lliience Community leaders to meet with ISB 
members and share diyerse perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 

-"-----(b)(3) 

Your remarks regSlfdfng the importance of balancing short and long-tenn 
teqnrism iss~provided Board members ~it_!i_ a ~~~i:. ~~~~i:.s!'!l!.4.i!18_<!f_ _ _ _ _ 
thtj_ folein-inteltigeiiceanrujs1sana cooidfriation. Moreover, your (b)(3) 
sag~city and experience increase our awareness on this issue and, in turn, 
,.ouf ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts to deter 

.- ,. ,. nuclear terrorism. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added a new 
member from the nuclear.energy field and look forward to supporting the 
NCTC in this and all other counterterrorism issues. 

Very truly yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few ~ys of this letter. 

------,... 
cc: --------
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this may be 
deliberative/internal? 

,_ - --- ----

I- --------------------

I- ---- -

De~.__ ___ __,1---- ---

--------

-----

In March 2001, then-DCI George Tenet tasked the Intelligence Community (IC) 
to .. break the back ofBW (biological warfare).,, The Intelligence Science Board 
(ISB) devoted its recent meeting of 15 June 2005 to reviewing the status and 
progress of the IC' s efforts on this task. · 

Presentations were made from,the IC, listed in Attachment A. Attachment B 
documents a key aspect of what th~ ISB believes to b~ a serious situation: the 
inadequacy of reporting, induding marked gaps in current knowledge for 
selected targets of serious interest. . · 

---(b)(3) 

_(b)(3) 
(b)(3) 

(b)(3) 

In sharp contrast: the briefing b~ .~theme: present~d d;atii~ - .-(b)(3) 
of an IC focus on BW that the ISB enthusiastically recommends to you for 
implementation in a pilot project to counter offensive BW• A great deal more 
needs to be done. 

A critical aspect of this activity is teamwork that includes diverse disciplines and 
professions, across both the IC, academe and the private sector. Because this 
effort requires strong collaboration among all elements of the Office of the 
Director of National Intelligence, the ISB believes firm and steady endorsement 
by the DNI is sine qua non for success of the recommended approach. 

The ISB membership has expressed great concern about the seriousness of the 
threat from BW and the need to improve intelligence production on this threat. 
While fully supportive of the ITIC program, we believe the ISB can contribute 
further by participating in evaluating strategies for strengthening collection and 
analysis, in exploring strategies for more effective coordination and partnership 

UNCLASSIFIED WHEN SEPARATED FROM ATTACHMENTS 
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with the private sector and non-traditional communities, and in assessing the 
capacity of the IC' s infrastructure and expertise to achieve the strongest of 
coordination and communication - both within the IC and with external partners . 

. The ISB offers its services and commitment to working with you and the 
nit on this vital subject of national and international need. In particular, 

9 ~ave-indicated spedfic-coriiirients - - - - - -(b )(6) 
ey wou convey to you m person. · 

Sincerely yours, 

--- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(3) 
---------

cnamnan 
Intelligence Science Board 

Attachments: 
A. Agenda for the ISB 15 June 2005 meeting 
B. I I- -----------.- -------.- -------------------(b )(5) 
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August 19, 2008 

--- --- - - - - - -(b )(6) 

---

DeaQ- - -- - - - - ---- - - -- -- --- -- - - - - - -- - - - - - -- - - -- - - - - - - - --.- - - - --(b)(6) 

I enjoyed our recent discussion after your dinner talk at the ISB Quarterly 
M:eeting. As you requested, I have enclosed several ISB study and task force 
reports to give you a better sense of our previous activity. The ISB charter is 
also included as the first document. 

I can't imagine your reading all this material but the variety of titles should 
give you a sense of the range of issues that have been addressed and the books 
will give you a sense of the depth and range of insights provided. 

The transformation you have envisioned for the NRO will have to succeed 
along multiple dimensions including strategy, structure, people, processes and 
technology - a profoundly wide range of issues. As you can see from the ISB 
membership directory, the ISB is comprised of a very broad range of 
experienced IC advisors. It is the integration of these sorts of diverse 
knowledge dimensions that is critical to achieve your vision and objectives. 
We think your success is absolutely and profoundly relevant to our shared 
national security objectives. 

I hope we could spend a few minutes together, as we discussed, after you have 
had an opportunity to look over the material. 

All the best, 

'--r;I ~~.,.,,...,._.,~....,......----1----:--- -- -- -- --------- -- ------- -- -- --- -----(b)(6) 

mtemgence :sctence :Boara 

oc:~~--~ ~ - - - --- -~ -- -- ---- - -- --- --- -- - --- - -- - ~ ~~ ~ ~~~(b)(6) L 1----,------------ -- ----- ----------- ------- (b)(3) 
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~--'-Members 
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(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
- - ---- //,' (b)(6) ---------

/ 

/ 
/ 

/ nearO:-- -- --- --- /:-;;-----
/ 

/ 

We would like to thank you for describing the is;ues surrounding the nexus 
of counter terrorism and counter prolife,r.ation at the recent Intelligence 
Science Board (ISB) Quarterly M~titfg on December 11, 2007. The 
primary purpose for these events'is to provide a forum for Intelligence 
Community leaders to meet-viith ISB members and share diverse 
perspectives on topic~.cf mutual interest. Your remarks regarding the 
integration of the,.111iclear community across intelligence and policy 
provided the,.llbard with a deeper understanding of the policy challenges 
that lie ahe'3d. Moreover, your observations and experiences increase our 
awareness on this issue and, in.turn, our ability to support the Intelligence 

, , .Community in its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Our goal continues to be to provide linkages between the Intelligence 
Community and the scientific community. We have recently added a new 
member from the nuclear energy field to address national science policy 
issues and look forward to supporting NCPC in this and other counter 
proliferation issues. 

Very truly yours, 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. · 

--- ----
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Intelligence Science Board 
1515 Colshire Drive McLean, VA 22102 

[ January2l,2005 _______________ _ 
r--------------------------------------------------------- (b)(6) 

'-----------' 

J'i, ,. Chr1il' r r- _____________________________ , _, ___ -------(b )(6) 

Washmgton, DC 20528 

Dear Secret~-- -- -- - - - -- - - - - - -- - - - --- - - ----- - - - - - --- -- - -- -- - ---(b)(6) 

The Intelligence Science Board (ISB) is pleased to forward for your 
consideration the enclosed concept paper on trusted information sharing. 
This paper is offered in partial response to your request of the Director of 
Central Intelligence for the assistance of the Board in addressing matters 
pertaining to information management and especially as regards improved 
inforniation sharing with the Intelligence Community. 

As you will see fro111 the concept paper, the ISB has recognized that 
trusted information sharing is not a single issue with a single solutiop, but 
rather is a broad topic that should be treated as an integrated field of study 
engaging multiple disciplines. These disciplines encompass many social as 
well as technical aspects which must be addressed together to resolve the 
complex issues of sharing intelligence information in a trusted environment. 

The ISB believes that the Intelligence Community and its customers 
are not doing a sufficient job of sharing information about information 
sharing, despite ongoing individual sharing initiatives. As a consequence, 
tlie Board suggests that you joiD'with the Director of National Intelligence, 
the Director of the Federal Bureau of Investigation, the Secretary of 
Defense, and other interested parties in establishing a _trusted information 
sharing institute to provide the long-range research and experimentation 
needed to address the inter-relationships of all these multiple disciplines to 
achieve workable and_ lasting solutions. 

In the course of our exploration of this rapidly evolving topic, the 
ISB conducted several discussions with · 

e gm ance we receive 
individuals greatly contribute to our understanding the complexity of the 
issues involved and the importance of defining a comprehensive approach. 

Through J I we were recently introduced tol I 
L_ ___________________ __,Jresonated with the 
Board's suggestions and is currently pursuing the tasks necessary to define a 
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joint, not-for-profit institute for trusted information sharin . As a ~rst step 
toward achievin the institute 

as designated five DCI Post-
'="""---,-----.--=-~~-.--..~.--------.-.---.--~-'. 

Doctoral Research Fellowships in fiscal year 2005 to bring together multi-
disciplinary research in trusted information sharing. The ISB intends to take 
an active role in the guidance of these fellows and their research and we 
welcome the participation of appropriate members of your Department. 

The Intelligence Science Board appreciates the opportunity to be of 
service to the Department of Homeland Security, and we look forward to 
continued interaction with the Department iii this area. Should you have any 
questions, please feel free to contact me og pr the ISB' s study 
leader for trusted information sharing.I l on 
I · I · 

Yours truly, 

j~----~f- -------------(b)(6) 

Enclosure: As stated 

cc· 
Ir-------------~,___________________ (b)(3) 

/,,'' (b)(6) 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive McLean, VA 22l02 

~-----~I- ______________________________________ !J~~~I_!l_b_e!'_2_9_,J,_0_()9 ___________________ (b)(G) 

Vir,· Clm7r 

--- ------------------------

Dearj~---~ 
I write to infonn you about an Intelligence Science Board (ISB) study and to 
invite Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI) participation. 

Recently the ISB initiated a project to review what is known about educing 
information. The study is being sponsored by the Intelligence Technofogy 
Innovation Center, the Defense Intelligence Agency, and the Cou~n_t_er __ ~ 
~igence Field Activity. Under the direction of ISB member I I 
L_J a team is reviewing scientific literature about interrogation, meeting with 
national and intemation.al experts, and examining relevant training and 
pracf · nformation is being conducted in concert 
with also an ISB member and thej I 

We would welcome participation by the FBI in these efforts, especially from 
persons knowledgeable about the Bureau's efforts to train agents in 
interviewing and interrogation. · 

Might it be possible for you to put us in contact with someone whom Dr. Fein 
and his colleagues could talk with in order to explore ways the Bureau might 

1 

wish to be involired with th~w;'i:~!e ~ I e-mail I address is 
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Attached is a brief summary of the status of the project. 

In advance, thank you for your attention and your cooperation. 

Best personal regards and wishes for the New Year, 

,_._I _---i--------'r-----
.____I ---~'chair 

cc: 

Attachment 
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12 October 2006 

-- - --- - - -- ---(b)(6) 
---------------------

This letter is a follow on to our phone conversation and to the membership 
policy discussions at the December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
Quarterly Meeting. and my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB 
Membership Committee met on 13 September to advise me on.membership 
transitions. 

I greatlyapp~iate your willingness to ex.tend for a year, to January 1 2008, 
your term scheduled to expire on 1January2007. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past six years, 
particularly in the area of Trusted Information Sharing (TIS) and your 
initiative in linking the ISB to the IC Post-Doctoral Fellows Program. The 
''big ideas" you presented at the December 2005 Quarterly became part of 
an ISB report to the ADNYS&T and raised the level of IC focus on the 
discipline of Trusted Information Sharing. · 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 
,( 

Sincerely yours, 

--- ---------

Attachment 

---

(b)(6) 

- - - -(b)(6) 

eel Rov -· Exen1tive Sreretarv I- __________ -:- _____ ------(b)(6) 
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18 January 2006 

~------------------------------------------(b)(6) 

~~~~~~~~~---'· 

Dear I j- ----------------------------------------------------(b )(6) 

I would be grateful if you were willing to prepare a paper for the 
Intelligence Science Board~s Sfudy on Educing Information. This ISB 
study is reviewing what is known about educing information in order 
to support the development of next generation approaches. 

Given your vantage point as someone who, as an educator and a 
practitioner, has worked with the theory and practice of negotiation for 
many years, we would welcome your thoughts and reflections about 
how negotiation ideas and experiences might be incorporated into 
educing information activities. We would be grateful for a paper 
grounded in research and theory that is also "hands-on" and 
pragmatic, one that might help and guide information educers to use 
concepts and perspectives from the field of negotiations. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may ha\'.e about this 
request. 

In advance, thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

-------------- - - - - - - - - - - - (b)(6) - - - - - - - - - - - -·- -
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June 15. 2006 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on '"The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed wilI prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges .and opportunities. Your participation and insights 

· made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization. and 
methods of innovative. collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

(b)(6) 

--- - - --- - -- -------(b)(6) 
---------------- ---
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January 7, 200.8 

Dea[] 
Thanks, again, for coming to speak to the Intelligence Science 

Board (ISB) at our quarterly meeting last September which was 
devoted to the theme of "Achieving Transformative Change." Your 
explanation of the need for transformation in the IC and the objectives 
of the DNI' s 500-day plan set the tone and direction for a very · 

. productive meeting. 

As a result of our meeting, the ISB has prepared the ·enclosed 
package for the DNI that conveys some of the insights,£1.eltl.!' llecl__trcllIL-. 

...llIJe_.assorltment..clt..slle.a.lrnrsL.Wl:10_3£1messf~lltUnee11rut.L_~~~--1:--- ---

Best wishes for the New Year and for continued.progress in 
transforming the business of intelligence. As always, the ISB stands 
ready to help, where feasible. H you would be interested, we could 
arrange another, less formal meeting for you with some of our 
members who have expertise in enterprise transformation. 

Best personal regards, 

Enclosures: As stated 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050403 
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26 October 2005 

--- ---------(b)(6) 
--- ---

------ ---

Thanks a million for joining us .at St. Michaels and for your rousing 
petformance there. · 

No good deed goes unpunished - so, we are grateful that you are willing to 
accept the multiple jeopardy and do it again for the ISB as well as for my spring 
seminar. By the time you read this, I'll likely have had chance to thank you 
virtually face to face on October 27. 

All ~best, 

cnamnan 
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Chair 

------- ------ - (b)(6) I - ----- ---
~l-'.-ic_e_Cha-ir---~ 12 October 2007 

.........__...! _ ___.!-------. -- --
Membin ....---------------~ 

----- ---------

,. ,. ,. ,. ... ,. ,. 

... ,. 

--------- (b)(6) 

-------; ... -... ~(~(~) 
- ,.............. . 

,. .. ,. 

oeae=]- ---------- -- -- ----- .,. .... ;,,_ .. ____ -- ----- -----(b)(6) 
,. ... 

The end of your three-year term on the ~teiligence Science Board (ISB) is 
coming up, so I would like to recorrqnei:td your re-appointment for another 
three-year tenn to expire Dec~~J>ef 31, 2010. 

· Pl~e let nie know if ~jsis,.agreeable to you. 
,. ... ... 

Many thanks f9r"your collaboration up until now. I trust I may l09k 
forw~ t~}~eef>ing it up in the service of our country. 

,. 

All ,.the best, 

---

f --
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December 5, 2005 

---- ----(b)(3) 
--------

Dear~' ------~~ -- -- -- --- - - - - -----·--- -- -- - - - -- ~ - -- - --- - - --(b)(3) 

.__ ____ _.1he-chair-of th1f1SB .-s-sruaYon Eaul:lni 1nformatlon, liis- - ------- -(b )(6) 
just sent me the attached Interim Report from his group. 

I forward it to you to advise you to give your urgent consideration to the 
group's single and strong recommendation, namely that you "appoint a senior 
mission manager with requisite authority, responsibility, and accountability 
for developing a centralized Intelligence Community capability for educing 
information." 

I ~s colleagues and I are at your disposal or your staff's for any 
additional information you might wish. · 

Best wishes for the season and the New Year, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

cc:~I ~~~~~~~~[--------------------------------(b)(3) 
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23 November 2008 

I 1-.--
Cham:nan 
Intelligence Science Board 

Dear!~-~ 

I want to update you on recent activity regarding the ISB Study on Educing Information .. 

To review where we are: 

Over the last four years, with the support of Intelligence Community, Law Enforcement, and 
Military organizations, we have examined what is known about interrogation of persons seen to 
have critical: national security information. 

In Phase I of the study, sponsored by the Defense Intelligence Agency. the Intelligence 
Technology Innovation.Center, and the Counterintelligence Field Activity, we examined what is 
known scientifically about interrogation and reviewed a range of USG training activities. We 
presented three major findings to the DNI and to the study sponsors in December 2006: 

• The study team's extensive investigations detennined that the U.S. government had 
funded significant research efforts on interrogation during the 1950s, but revealed no 
government research programs on interrogation-related topics in the past forty years. 

• The study team could not discover an objective scientific basis for the techniques 
commonly used by U.S. interrogators. 

• The study team could not find an Intelligence Community organization with the current 
responsibility, authority, capability and accountability to develop the range of intelligence 
interviewing operational, training, and research activities needed in the near and distant 
future. · 

The Deputy DNI for Collection asked the ISB to continue the study into· Phase II. Jn Phase II, 
we are: 

• developing case studies about approaches used by the United Kingdom, France, Japan, 
Israel, Australia, Germany, and Spain to gather infonnation by interviewing suspected 

· terrorists. · · 
• writing a series of teaching papers about key topics in intelligence interviewing. These 

topics inclu~e stress, persuasion, memory, resistances, interests and social identities,. and 
sources of power. 

• collecting a number of teaching case studies and assisting ODNI to build an IC case study 
research and· teaching program in this area. · 

Approved for Reiease: 2014/11/19 C06050410 
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In October, 2001 and Iwere-iskea-6y iliebeputy iiNi {~;- ---------(b)(6) 
Policy, Planning. and Requirements to offer recommendations for future USG consideration. We 
agreed that we would submit these recommendations in November, 2008. 

Last week, we gave a letter to ODNI that spoke to two questions: 

• Where should the USG be in policy and practice in intelligence interviewing 
(interrogation) in five years? · 

• How should the USG proceed in intelligence interviewing (interrogation) in the near 
future? 

Our primary recommendations ~e three: 

1. The next President should set the goal that the USG will become the world leader in non
coercive intelligence interviewing in three to five years. 

2. The USG should create a specialized capacity, consisting of a cadre of intelligence 
interviewers located in a justice organization. 

3. In the short term. the next administration should make the Army Field Manual 2.22-3 the 
law of the land (either by Executive Order or by Act of Congress). This action will serve 
as a "placeholder'' while a professional cadre of intelligence interviewers is organized, 
and during the time that a robust platform of ideas and practices that may serve to guide 
policies and operations in non-coercive intelligence interviewing in the future is 
developed. 

The USG cadre of intelligence interviewers should be: 

• Small, elite, career 
• .Professional . 
• Utilizes the best world~wide knowledge available, including from behavioral and social 

sciences 
• Government operated 
• Joint-shares the best people and ideas from intelligence, law enforce~ent, and military 

organizations 
• Operates within a clear legal framework 

This cadre should have four functions: 

• operational responsibilities for intelligence interviewing with persons believed to have 
critical national security information both within and outside the US; 

• development of new knowledge concerning intelligence interviewing through operational 
and academic research; 

• teaching and training; and 
• liaison with foreign organizations and professionals with intelligence interviewing 

responsibilities. 
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In the short term, we believe that the next administration should give serious consideration to 
making Army Field Manual 2.22-3 the law of the land (either by Executive Order or by Act of 
Congress). While the Army Field Manual has, in our view, serious long-term limitations, 
making it the law of the land as an early action of the new administration would clearly 
indicate that the USG is committed to non-coercive interrogation and would send a significant 
message to US allies who are concerned with preventing terrorist violence. 

The new administration should make it clear that the Army Field Manual is a "placeholder," at 
least for strategic intelligence interviewing, and that significant efforts will be undertaken 
immediately to develop a robust platform of ideas and practices that may serve to guide 
policies and operations in non-coercive intelligence interviewing in the future. This new 
platform, which would replace the Army Field Manual, at least for strategic intelligence 
interviewing, should ultimately, in our view, be codified into law. 

In the near term, we recommend that the DNI establish a working group with representatives 
from the NCS, DOJ, FBI, DIA, JSOC, and other key organizations with responsibilities and 
experience in this area. The working group should be charged to plan development of a USG 
intelligence interviewing cadre. Such planning should include consideration of oversight of 
intelligence interviewing activities and organizational placement of such a capacity. It should 
also include a detailed implementation plan to insure achievement of the goal: that the USG 
will become the world leader in non-coercive intelligence interviewing in three to five years. 

As ever, I would be glad to talk with you more about our work and recommendations at your 
convenience. 

Thank you very much. 

Sincerely, 

~~~f--------------------------------------------------------------------------(b)(6) 

------
(b)(6) 
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June 15, 2006 

DearO- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - '- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St: Michaels Forum N 
on '"The Future of Science and Technology: lmplications for Security."' I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your opening remarks on 
Monday were exceptional and thought provoking.· They stimulated 
conversation and resulted in giving the remainder of the forum a key path 
to examine. 

This Forum was .a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincere! 
-- -:--- --------------

--- ---
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

:

'hn. 

I 
I: I February 6, 2008 --- u - - - - -- - --- - --' 

_--------------------------------------------------- . (b)(6) 

~icenair.-----------' 

I f------- ---------------------------~---~~~~~===ig~f~~ 
--

, , 

, , 
, . , 

, , , , , '<b )(6) 

De~ f 
. -- - - -- - - - - -7'.::._ - --- -- -- - - - ~- - - -.- - ---(b)(6) --------------- ,,,,/ , 

~--~ ,,,,,,,,""' . . 

We would like to thank you for describing the Air Force activities on 
deterring nuclear terrorism at the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
Quarterly Meeting on DeceJl!.bef l 2, 2007. The primary purpose for these 
events is to provide a forµnl for Intelligence Community leaders to meet 
with ISB members apd share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Your remarks regarding IAEA benchmarks, sample analysis, and 
improved te.cllliologies provided Board members with a deeper 
unders!anffing of the challenges that lie ahead in the early detection of 
n~flear threats. 

i-' Moreover, your observations and experience increase our awareness on 
this issue and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community 
in its efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

cc: 
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--1z-ocrooer ""2007" - (b)(6) 

--- --- - - --(b){6) 
---

---
------------ /_,.,./(b)(6) 

,. ,. 
,.' ,. 

,. ,. 

,. ,. ,. 

,. ,.,. 

Dear 0-- ----- ---- -----------~~~-----.,->~- -- ---- -
,. 

The end of your three-year term on the IntelUgence Science Board (ISB) is 
coming up on December 31, 2007. ,. ,. ,. ,. ',. 

,. ,. 

I look forward to an opportunity-to thank you in person at the December 
meeting both for your service 'tO our country and for the personal pleasure 
of collaborating with y..ou: I especially appreciate your initiatives and 
good works in orgafiizing and managing the June 2005 BioSecurity 
Quarterly meeting, your participation in the Highlands Forum on 
Biosecurity,. .. and yqur contribution to the memo to the DNI on the 
importapeC o( BioSecurity. 

,,."" ' 

,. V( ~expect to keep your clearances active for at least a year, to facilitate 
' any ad hoc contributions you care to continue to make to ISB tasks. 

All the best, 

-
{b)(6) 

--- --- - - - - - - -- -(b)(6) 
------------

--- - (b)(6) 
--- (b)(6) ---------------
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

__ _,_ ------ . (b)(6) 

- - - - - - - - - -(b )(3) --------

Dear ...... ! ____ _, 
Attached is the Intelligence Science Board's (ISB) "quick look" technical 
study in response to the Congressionally Directed Action which was 
addressed to the DNI. 

We understand that a technical review of greater depth for a specific aspect 
of the program in question may be requested by the HPSCI, with a desired 
completion date of May 1. If so, the ISB can either perfonn this review or 
advise any other body that might be tasked with the review. 

We would, however, caution that if this deadline is to be met by whomever 
undertakes the review, the decision to proceed should be forthcoming no 
later than February 1. 

Yours truly, 
-- -------

I 
L:llatr 

Vice Chair 
------ -- - -cc: -- ---
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25 September.2006 

1-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 

o.__e_arr=I ====;-:-!" ------' 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. ·As you may recall, the ISB Charter 
of 26 August 2002 specifies.that "the Vice Chair and all other members of 
the ISB shatl be appointed by the Director of [National] Intelligence 
(D[N]I) on recommendation of the ISB Chair," and that "members shall 
serve for a term of three years that may be extended by the D[N]I on 
recommendation of the Chair." 

After consulting with I rrecommende<i-tiie ----------(b ><3 > 

partition of the twenty-four members into four groups whose terms would 
expire 1 January, beginning January 2006 through January 2009. This 
plan provided for an orderly transition based on length of tenure, including 
membership in the ISB's predecessor Advanced Technology Panel. The 
plan specified that terms expire as follows: · 

1January2006: 

I January 2007: I 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~---' 

1January2008: 

1 January 2009~1 ___ __, 

In accordance with this plan, I would like to confirm that your term will 
expire as scheduled on 1January2007. 

Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050541 
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Thank you for your contributions during the past nine years as a member 
of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its successor, the 
Intelligence Science Board. I especially appreciate your forbearance 
during our difficult transition period, your unflagging willingness to 
participate in this demanding form of public service, and the contributions 
you have made to the U.S. government through your service on the ISB. 
The Board and IC leadership have benefited from your contributions to the 
Study of Globalization and Information Operations, the Assessment of 
Quantum Cryptography Program and from your specialized knowledge on 
advanced computing in support of numerous studies. Your leadership and 
technical insight contributed to the government's investment decisions in 
technology and focused research programs in areas of particular technical 
merit. 

I am at your disposal to explore with you any concerns you may have that 
stem from my actions. 

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

(b)(6) 

cc:.--'-l _______ ~f-_-_--_---.------------------------- ___ (b)(3) 

(b)(6) ------------
---

---
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June 15, 2006 

Dear ---- --------- -

, 
,', 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technotogy for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
made a' real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our ~xploration of the 
intersection of science, technology~ information, organization, and 

l 

methods ofinnovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

t want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success~ 

Sincerelv, 

//'"(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

--- -- -- -- - ------(b)(6) 
--- ----------------

Vice Chairman 
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March 7, 2007 

nearO------- ------. -
At our last meeting, you recommended that the Intelligence 
Science Board (ISB) work wi~ Ito tlevetop afi 1Sff 
approach to risk that would produce a prototype method of risk 
management. 

-------(b)(3) 

(b)(6) 

f IISB ember-and-formerf-----------------t-------- -
j )as agreed to lead this effort. He drafted the __ _ 

(b)(S) 

(b)(S) attached TOR, which has been coordinated wi~awa1t8- - - -
his signature. 

We suggest that, subject to comments, you sign as well. If possible, 
we want to present a signed TOR at our quarterly meeting next 
week. · 

Best wishes, 

------

Chair 

------
cc: 

Attachment 
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June 15, 2006 

--------------~b)(3) 
------------------

DeaO- ---- ----- ------- ----- -- --- ---- -- - ~ -------- -.- ---- -- - --- - --(b)(3) 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
·on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challe!lges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
made a real contribution . 

. This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-gove,mmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting.new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, ---- - - - - - - - - (b )(6) ---------
--- ---

--- ---

Vice Chalrm.an 
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Intelligence Science Board 
75 J 5 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 2i't 02 

February 6, 2008 -------------------- . (b)(6) 

- - -·- - - - - - -(b )(6) 

----------(b)(6) ---- --

Dear --------... ,,.-;. .... ::: ---- --

We would like to thank you for d~seftbing the British perspectives and 
efforts to counter the nuclear jeriorism threat at the recent Intelligence 
Science Board (ISB) Qwpteily Meeting on December 11, 2007. The 
primary purpose fo.r:t:R~se events is to provide a forum for Intelligence 
Community lea,9er8 to meet with ISB members and share diverse 
perspective ... s-on topics of mutual interest. Your remarks regarding 
source..tetfu characterization, materials detection, and non-ideal 
e~pl6sives provided Board members with new perspectives on the 

...... "challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. Moreover. your 
sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this issue and, in 
turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its efforts to 
deter nuclear terrorism. · 

In your remarks, you mentioned an interest in continuing a relationship 
with the ISB, particularly in the area of biological threats. The ISB, in 
cooperation with the several agencies in the intelligence community, is 
undertaking an examination of contemporary collection practices within 
government and non-govemmen~ sectors, including, but not limited to, 
biointelligence. For .the non-government se~tor the study will place 
specific emphasis on commercial intelligence collection models and 
practices that recruit targeted professionals and knowledgeable insiders 
from within a specific industry to answer customer-generated questions. 

The study will explore how collection is targeted, how it is connected to 
and filtered by organizational and individual inputs, how collection 

. activities are and/or should be measured, and how collection efforts are 
recognized and rewarded. The final report will outline current gaps in 
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biointelligence efforts. and relevant best practices, provide actio.nable 
recommendations to narrow or close those gaps, and suggest a structure 
to enhance collection and analytical efforts across the IC. 

~~:;.::~,interested in narticinatino .in this sh1dv nlease ~~;:~~~~_I~_!:!- _____ -(b )(B) 

information. 

--- ---

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

- --

, 

, , , , 

--,-(b)(6) 
/ (b)(6) 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

------- - - - - - - - (b )(3) cc: 
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Members 
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 20~~- __ _ ----:- - ____ .... _ 
(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

- - - - - - -(b )(6) --

Dear..__I _ _____,!- --- --------------------------

We would like to thank you for providing the intelligence lessons learned 
from smuggling case studies at the Intelligence Science Board (ISB) 
Quarterly Meeting on December 12, 2007. The primary purpose for these 
events is to provide a forum for Intelligence Community leaders to meet 
with ISB members and share diverse perspectives on topics of mutual 
interest. Your remarks regarding source issues and inter-organizational 
partnerships provided Board members with a deeper understanding of the 
challenges th~t lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

·Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
isstie and, in turn, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

Very truly yours, 

~-f--
Chair, lntelligence.Sci~nce Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. · 

cc: ---------
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12 January 2006 

---------------

DearD 
As I mentioned at our December 

with 
to consult with him on institutionalizing ISB membership 

~p~o~c-y-. ~s _yo_u_m-ay-rec---..-, the ISB Charter of August 26, 2002 specifies that "the Vice 
Chair and all other members of the ISB shall be appointed by the Director of [National] 
Intelligence (D[N]I) on recommendation of the ISB Chair", and that "members shall 
serve for a tenn of three years that may be extended by the D[N]I on recommendation of 
the Chair." 

Planning for rotation of ISB membership actually began several years ago, but I 
put the process on.hold to maintain the Board's stability and its productivity, first through 
the transition to a new Director of Central Intelligence. and then througl! the transfer of 
the Board to report to the newly established DNI. After consulting witie==)- - - - - - - -
recommended the partition of the twenty-four members into four groups whose tenns will 
expire 1 January, beginning January 2006 through January 2009. This plan aims to avoid 
the chaos of a wholesale turnover of all members by providing for an orderly transition 
based on length of tenure, including membership in the ISB's predecessor Advanced 
Technology Panel. The plan specifies that tenns will expire as follows: 

· 1 January 2006 

1 January 2007 

1 January 2008 

1 January 2009 

During the course of 2006, I will discuss possible tenn extension with each ISB 
member individually. This applies especially to all those whose terms expire 1 January 
2007, whom I hereby invite to stay particularly flexible as to an exact departure date from 
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the Board in order to accommodate the clearance;; process and the availability of new 
Board members during 2007. 

I especially appreciate your forbearance during our difficult transition period, your 
unflagging willingness to participate in this demanding form of public service, and the 

· contributions you have made to the U.S. government through your service on the ISB. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past three years as a member of the 
Intelligence Science Board. Your special efforts to chair the 2005 Membership 
Committee and meet with the ADNJIS&T to understand his technical interests, and your 
2004 Study on the Intelligence Applications of Radar have made significant contributions 
to the Board's credibility and impact. 

I am at your disposal to explore with you any concerns you may have that stem 
from my actions. · 

Sincerely Yours, 

'~,---.------~~ Chair 

-----------------------

Intelligence Science Board 

cc:I t---- --- ------- ---- ------- ---

---------------------------
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June 15, 2006 

--------
--- - - -(b)(6) 

------------

-------

It was a pleasure to have you. with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your presentation was essential 
to our understanding of how other countries see this issue and what they 
are doing about ii. Your insights made a real contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government. non-goveflll!lental 
organizations, and private citizens ~e. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

Sincerely, 

--- -- -
--- ---

---------..:----
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26 October 2005 

---

DearO 

Thanks for staying the course at St. ~ichaels for your help in getting us 
there, and for your further collaboration wi ~s she maps out the follow-up. 
I think you share my belief that, as far as the IC goes, the buck stops where you guys 
are:.... and I see that as a great opportunity to serve our country extraordinarily well. 

FYI, the following is what I wrote to the non-government participants: 

"It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum m 
on 'Biological Threats, Intelligence, and Relationships.' I believe that the ideas we 
discussed will prove to be important if we are to move quickly in building new 
networks for early indicators of biological threats, improve the timeliness and 
quality of our intelligence on these issues, and work collaboratively to protect our 
nation. Your participation made a real contribution - the Forum benefited from the 
infusion of such informed and diverse points of view in our communities of 
interests and practice." · 

'"Ihis Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America - government, non-governmental organizations, and 
private citizens alike. In our sessions we explored the intersection of medicine, 
technology, information, organization, and social relationships and suggested how 
collaborative relationships might operate and succeed in the protection of the nation 
and its citizens. Perhaps the most important point we raised is the opportunity that 
exists to leverage existing knowledge, networks and relationships." 

"I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success." 

All the best, 

- - -(b)(3) 

l~-~1-------------------(b)(G) 
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June 15, 2006 

--- - - - - - - - - - - - ~(b )(6) 

--- ---
------ ---

I De~~-~~:--- - - --- - - - - n - - - -- -- - - --- --- - -.- -- n - - -- - --- - -- --- ---- -(b)(6) 

\ 

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on ''The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your thoughtful comments 
throughout the session, particularly as they related to possible innovative 
approaches to the people of the intelligence community, made a real 
contribution. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to turn into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

---------------------------

Vice Chairman 
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12 October 2006 

------

---------(b)(6) 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee 
met on 13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

I trust that you are willing to extend your term on the ISB for three more 
years ·until 1 January 2010. 

Many thailks for your co~tributions during the past six years, not only to 
the needs of the scientific programs in the. IC, but for your suggestions on 
ways to improve collection, analysis and human talent across the IC 
disciplines. Your recent paper Qn Bio-security issues and the IC was well
received and is the basis of a request by IC principals for additional ISB 
activity in this field. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

Sincerely yours, 

--- ---- - - - - - - - - -(b )(6) 
------------ ---

Attachment 

--------- - -- - - - --~~(b)(3) 
--- - (b)(6) --------
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12 October 2006 

--------
---r-

neaO--~---

This letter is a follow on to our mell}bership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and , 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee 
met on 13 September to advise me on membership transitions.· 

I trust that you are willing to extend your term on the ISB for three more 
years until 1January2010. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the past ten years as a 
founding member of the Advanced Technology Panel (ATP) and its 
successor, the Intelligence Science Board. You took on an 'especially 
difficult task this year in suggesting and then leading ~ study on "'The 
Effects of Globalization on Information Operations." Your exceptional 
perseverance in managing the individual perspectives of IC and ISB · 
contributors in your efforts to clarify the issues has the admiration of your 
ISB peers, myself included. 

' 

I am at your disposal for any concerns you may have.· I am looking 
forward to working with you for another membership term. 

Sincerely yours. 

----
,_ -- ---- ----

. 
Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment 

---------
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Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

February 6, 2008 

De~'---------'~ - - - - - -
" " 

" " " 

We would like to thank you for speaking on we~ source findings at the 
recent Intellig~nce Science Board (ISB) ,ditlner on December 11, 2007. 
The primary purpose for these evelJt&-ls to provide a forum for thought 
leaders from the Scientific andJn(elligence Communities to meet with ISB 
members and sh~ divers~..perspectives on topics of mutual interest. 
Your discussion regarding operi source monitoring of illicit nuclear trade, 
specifically the 19.ss" of manufacturing assistance in identifying purchase of 
nuclear prod)lction components. provided Board members with a new 
perspect;iviin ·monitoring. We appreciate your candor and enthusiasm in 

,,,,'.:'.?ys-to address the challenges that lie ahead in combating nuclear threats. 

i--" Moreover, your sagacity and experience increase our awareness on this 
issue and. in tum, our ability to support the Intelligence Community in its 
efforts to deter nuclear terrorism. 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

-------/ i----- (b)(6) 

oaro Intelligence Science Board 

P.S: A special thank you gift has been sent separately and should arrive 
within a few days of this letter. 

----------cc: 
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Approved for Release: 2014/11/19 C06050454 

Intelligence Science Board 
7515 Colshire Drive, McLean, VA 22102 

September 15, 2008 _________ _ - --------- - -------r --------
(b)(6) 

---
- ---- -- --- - - ---(b)(3) 

--- ---

------- -De - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (b )(3) 

Having read "Vision·201s11 and heard j b.>riefing~bout tli~ -------(b)(6) 
vision, the Intelligence Science Board respectfully offers the following 
observations. 

The Intelligence Community must operate in a world that has changed 
rapidly over the past decade, due in part to the forces of globalization 
and in part to the technologies that drive rapid change. The pace of 
change will only accelerate in the coming decades. To fulfill its mission 
of protecting our country, the Intelligence Community must anficipate 
and take advanta_ge of change, not merely respond to it. 

Specifically: 

• The Intelligence Community can only act quickly and eff~tively 
if the Director of National Intelligence has authorities over 
missions and budgets that the office currently lacks. 

• Advanced technology not only drives U.S. economic growth, but 
also provides some of the most effective means for intelligence. 
collection and analysis. Yet the United States has lost its lead in 
science and technology, and is barely keeping pace with progress in some of the emerging and potentially disruptive technologies. 
The Intelligence Community must envision, and take an active 
role in, a national effort to reverse the catastrophic collapse of 
U.S. government investment in science and technology and in 
human capital. 

• The global-scale Intelligence Enterprise needed in today's 
interconnected world must develop and exploit truly effective 
strategic partnerships with a wide range of entities: domestic and 
foreign, public and private. Such partnerships merit emphasis at 
least comparable to- that placed on the transfonnation of internal 

· processes, yet they receive only brief mention in the "Vision 
2015" document. 

I 
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• To realize its vision, the Intelligence Community must always 
act in ways that are clearly and powerfully consistent with the 
values of civil liberties fundamental to our national security 
~enal. 

Should you wish, we would be glad to detail the rationales for our 
conclusions and to address any other questions that you might have. 

Best personal regards, 

------------'- - -------- --
Chairman 

cc: 

2 
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12 October 2006 

- - -- - -- - - - --(b)(6) 

--------.-----

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
:Qecember 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and 
my letter to you of January 12, 2006. The ISB Membership Committee 
met on 13 September to advise me on membership transitions. . 

I trust that you are willing to extend your term on the ISB beyond its 
scheduled expiration on 1 January 2007 for three more years until 
1 January 2010. 

I want to thank you for your contributions during the ·past three years, not 
only regarding the needs of the technical cadre in the IC, but also for your 
suggestions on ways to improve programs and human talent across the IC 
disciplines. As you know' there is significant interest in looking at new 
ways of attracting and retaining talent in the IC. I look forward to your 
participation in ISB studies and to your leadership in this area. Thank you 
for your efforts to mentor new IS~ memb~s as they assintjlate to this 
environment. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may have. 

Sincerely yours, 
------------

Chair, Intelligence Science Board 

Attachment 

(b){6) 

(b)(6) 

--- ----(b)(3) 

--------- ---(b)(6) 
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June 15, 2006 

DearO-

It was a pleasure to have you with us for our recent St. Michaels Forum IV 
on "'The Future of Science and Technology: Implications for Security." I 
believe that the ideas we discussed will prove to be important if we are to 
move quickly in building new processes and capabilities in science and 
technology for our intelligence community. The high level of networking 
and connectedness; death of distance; and diffusion of knowledge, offer us 
significant challenges and opportunities. Your participation and insights 
on networks and terrorism were precisely provocative and valuable, and 
you made a real contribution .. 

This Forum was a vehicle to engage distinguished thinkers on issues of 
importance to all of America-government, non-governmental 
organizations, and private citizens alike. Our exploration of the 
intersection of science, technology, information, organization, and 
methods of innovative collaboration should help us to assist the S&T 
community with interesting new ideas to tum into action. 

I want to thank you for joining us and for making this forum a success. 

---------------- -----------------
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------
(b)(6) 

v;,.,. Chair 12 October 2007 

......____.__ _ __,~-------.-- ---- ------

Members 

DearCJ--- ---
, , 

, , , 

As you know, the end of your current,thiee-year term on the Intelligence 
Science Board is corning up on De,cember 31, 2007. Following up on our 
prior conversations, I am reC9flllnending your appointment to emeritus 
membership. , , '' 

" 
, , 

I look forward with-great pleasure to our continuing collaboration in the 
service of our ~plintry. 

, , 

SincereJyy~urs, 
--- ---------

--- ------------ --

J.>UiUU 

cc: 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

(b)(6) 

----- ---(b)(3) 
-----(b)(6) --- - ----
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12 October 2006 

Dearl___J---------------~-~-----------------------~--------------(b)(6) 

This letter is a follow on to our membership policy discussions at the 
December 2005 Intelligence Science Board (ISB) Quarterly Meeting, and my 
letter to you of January 12, 2006. As you know, the JSB Membership 
Committee met on 13 September to advise me on membership transitions. 

I greatly appreciate the willingness you expressed to serve for one more ·year, 
namely until 1January2008. 

Many thanks for your contributions during the· past three years ·as a member 
of the Intelligence Science Board. I also appreciate your prospective efforts 
to mentor new ISB members as they assimilate to this environment and to· 
support a new look at improving technical talent in the IC. 

I am at your disposal for any questions you may hav~: 

Sincerely yours, 
------------------------------

Attachment 

--- (b)(6) 

cc: 1.------------"-~---_--__,-- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - (b )(3) 

------(b)(6) ---
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April 20, 2006 

--- ------ (b)(6) -------------

oeaij.___ _ _____,1:- --- - -----(b)(6) 

I would like to invite you to take part in a very timely two-day forum under 
the auspices of the Intelligence Science Board on June 4-6, at the Inn at 
Perry Cabin in St. Michaels, MD. · 

The purpose of this forum is to support ihe Director of National Intelligence 
and the leadership of the Intelligence Community as we consider the futUre 
of science and technology diffusion, assimilation, and innovation in a 
globalized, connected and transparent world. We will ask what those 
conditions mean for the United States, for security writ large, and the 
intelligence community in particular. We will suggest actions that the 
community· might take and identify issues for greater attention. 

This ISB Forum will include concerned seniors from the intelligence 
community, experts on science and technology diffusion, and others from a 
variety of fields in this cross-disciplinary forum. Your views on these and 
other related issues would be a most essential part of our discussions. I 
believe that the ideas we discuss at St. Michaels will prove to be important 
if we ar~ to stay ahead of th~ global changes in science and technology 
which are, and w~ll be, confronting the intelligence community. 

We very much hoi,:>e that you or your designated senior for science and . 
technology issues will join us in St. Michael~ ~s-tfre - - - - - (b )(6) 
director of this session; your staff may coordinate with him by email at 
I jor by telephone at i . I 

--- --------- (b)(6) 
--- ---

---

Chair 
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